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ABSTRACT 

 This independent study aimed to explore the sample in Bangkok area to seek 

for factors positively impacting brand purchase intention of smartwatch based on the 

predetermined factors from the literature review. The factors were included Brand 

Awareness, Brand Associate, Brand Image, Brand Fondness, Interface Convenience, 

Perceived Content, Design Aesthetics and Credibility. From sample collection through 

customer bought Apple Watch and online community, the researcher found that the 

sample were mostly female than male samples. Majority of sample completed with 

bachelor’s degree with age between 20 – 30 years old with single marital status. The 

study showed that overall the factors contribute the positive impact to the brand 

purchase intention is Brand Awareness, Brand Fondness, Credibility and Perceived 

Content at 95% confidential level. The study used the sample in an amount of 271 

samples from consumers in Bangkok. The data collected was analyzed using the 

SPSS to seek for multiple regression. The data collection was analyzed in both 

descriptive and multiple regression analysis. The result from the analysis showed that 

Brand Awareness (β = 0.348), Brand Fondness (β = 0.269), Credibility (β = 0.214), 

and Perceived Content (β = 0.167) accounted for 68.5% positively impacting on brand 

purchase intention of smartwatch in Bangkok with statistically significant at .01. 

Keywords: Smartwatch, Brand Perception, Product Design, Advertisement 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Rationale and Problem Statement 

Technology had become more important for people in these days. Tully (2003) 

categorized the technology into 2 types which were Technology I or industrial 

technology and Technology II or everyday technology. He studied on the impact of 

technology on young people daily life. The technology was become the devices that 

customers used frequently on a daily basis e.g. smartphone, laptop computer and also 

smartwatch. The result showed that the youth grown up in the world of technology 

and are interested in. They were exposed to wide range of technologies and used the 

technology to create the lifestyles. The revolution of technology had been developed 

since 1968 as the first TCP/IP message (internet), CCD, UNIX, videocassette 

according to Milosevic (2017), the study showed summary ring of time: information 

age (digital revolution). 

 

Table 1.1: Ring of time: information age (digital revolution) 

Year Digital Innovation 

1960s • 1st TCP/IP message (Internet), CCD, UNIX, videocassette 

• Optical fiber 

• Atari computer 

• Mobile phone 

(Continued)  
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Table 1.1 (Continued): Ring of time: information age (digital revolution) 

Year Digital Innovation 

1970s • Microsoft founded, digital camera 

• Apple founded, 5¼-inch floppy disk 

• Walkman 

1980s • MS-DOS, 3½-inch floppy disk 

• Commodore 64, compact disc (CD) 

• 9.6 kbit/s modem 

• Windows 1.0 

• DSLR camera 

• World Wide Web 

1990s • Web browser 

• LINUX, GSM 

• Windows 3.1 

• Yahoo.com, mIRC, DVD 

• 33.6 kbit/s model, ADSL, Wi-Fi, google.com 

(Continued)  
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Table 1.1 (Continued): Ring of time: information age (digital revolution) 

Year Digital Innovation 

2000s • NOKIA 3310 

• Wikipedia, UMTS 

• SKYPE, NOKIA 1100 

• Facebook, Flickr, mirrorless camera 

• 16% of global population have internet, Youtube 

• iPhone 

• Android 

• BITCOIN, WhatsApp 

2010 • 30% of global population have internet, INSTAGRAM 

• SNAPCHAT 

• Windows 10 

• 47% of global population have internet 

 

As shown in Table 1.1, Milosevic (2017) summarized the timeline for 

technology development from the very first computer and mobile phone to Today’s 

social network, smartphone, and Internet accessibility. Hsiao and Chen (2018) stated 

that smart watch was the wearable devices that helped the consumer performing the 

daily task and work. The smartwatch was able to install and operate the applications 

for additional use according to customer’s preference. The market size for smartwatch 

had increased over the period according to Framingham (2018). He stated that the 

increasing in the market was caused by the demand in emerging market for the 

smartwatch. Emerging markets Asia/Pacific (excluding Japan), Central & Eastern 
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Europe, Middle East & Africa, and Latin America, rose for 14% due to the demand 

gap to switch from activity tracker wristband to smartwatch product.  

In 2014, Apple introduced its first smart watch to the global market. It was 

called “Apple Watch”. Pierce (2015) stated in Wired.com that the apple watch was 

designed to enhance the use of iPhone with additional features. Since its first launch, 

the sale of apple watch trend was shown as below figure. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Apple Watch shipment volume 

 

From Liu (2018), the first launch in 2015 contributed 12.15 million units 

shipment and slightly dropped to 11.19 million in 2016. The shipment volume 

increased again in 2017 due to the new model of apple watch launching which was 

series 2 and series 3 (cellular).  
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Jurevicius O. (2018) stated that Apple was “the company designs, 

manufactures and markets mobile communication and media devices and personal 

computers, and sells a variety of related software, services, accessories, networking 

solutions and third-party digital content and applications.” Apple Watch was one of 

Apple’s product which became more interested by the customers. Bhasin H. (2018) 

saw the Apple Watch was product to track fitness and health oriented capabilities with 

integration with iOS. The following table showed the SWOT Analysis for Apple 

watch. 

 

Table 1.2: SWOT Analysis for Apple Watch 

Strengths - The Apple devices were operated under the same iOS which benefit 

to integration of usage. 

- Any product of Apple became a status symbol for technological 

innovation. 

- Powerful brand supported by strong advertising and marketing 

capabilities. 

Weaknesses - Apple Watch became the product that will reduce the sales and 

market share for its own product in the future. 

- Apple Watch was not essential product like iPhone for customer to 

buy the product.  

 
(Continued)  
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Table 1.2 (Continued):  SWOT Analysis for Apple Watch 

 
Opportunities - Apple had high brand value and brand awareness due to its 

positioning as industry leader. 

- Apple raised the standard of competition in the global smartwatch 

market which can make customers stay interested in the product 

- The income level increasing was opportunity for Apple to penetrate 

the additional market gap. 

Threats - The high level of competition in the innovative technology industry 

was possible threat to Apple Watch position if there was new 

product launched to the market. 

- It took time for the customer s to accept this new product. 

 

Table 1.3: Global Smartwatch shipment volume by brand (2016 Q3 – 2018 Q2) 

Year Apple Xiaomi Fitbit Huawei Garmin Others Total 

2016 Q3 1.8 3.7 5.4 0.6 1.3 11.7 24.5 

2016 Q4 5.1 5.2 6.5 0.8 2.3 15.3 35.2 

2017 Q1 3.6 3.6 3 0.5 1.1 12.9 24.8 

2017 Q2 3.4 3.5 3.4 0.8 1.4 13.8 26.4 

2017 Q3 2.7 3.6 3.6 1.6 1.3 13.5 26.3 

2017 Q4 8 4.9 5.4 1.6 2.5 15.6 37.9 

2018 Q1 4 3.7 2.2 1.3 1.3 12.6 25.1 

2018 Q2 4.7 4.2 2.7 1.8 1.5 13 27.9 
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Table 1.3 showed the shipment volume for smartwatch globally. The statistical 

data collected showed that Apple had the highest volume of shipment comparing to 

other brands in 2018 Q2. Apple Watch was one of the key players in smartwatch 

market. According to Framingham M. (2018), Apple Watch dominated the 

smartwatch market with 17% of global market share.  

The shipment reflected the amount of product demand and also the level of 

purchase intention on the smartwatch. According to Martins, Costa, Oliveira, 

Goncalves & Branco (2017), they studied on the advisement effect on the purchase 

intention on smartphone. The purchase intention was the likelihood that the consumer 

bought the specific product on the study in the future or it was simply the chance of 

purchasing. There were studies the factor impacting on the purchase intention. 

Foroudi, Jin, Gupta, Foroudi, and Kitchen (2018) studied on the influence factor on 

purchase intention in term of brand association, perceived quality, brand awareness, 

brand image, brand fondness and product country image. Hsiao & Chen (2018) 

studied the factors related to product design impacting the purchase intention which 

were interface convenience, perceived content, perceived infrastructure and design 

aesthetics. Martins et al. (2017) found that the advertisement influenced the purchase 

intention in term of advertisement’s informativeness, irritation, entertainment and 

credibility. These factors were considered as the key factors positively impacting 

purchase intention on smartwatch. Therefore, it was importance for company to 

identify the positive factors impacting brand purchase intention of “B” smartwatch of 

customers. This independent study used the marketing theory to identify these factors 

from survey and concluded as the recommendation for the population of Bangkok. 
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1.2 Objectives of Study 

Smartwatch became one of the gadgets that everyone considered buying from 

various brands in the market. Therefore, this study focused to identify the factor 

positively impacting purchase intention of “B” brand smartwatch of customers in 

Bangkok. Independent variables were brand awareness, brand image, brand associate, 

brand fondness, interface convenience, perceived content, design aesthetics and 

credibility towards brand purchase intention of smartwatch in Bangkok. 

 

1.3 Contribution of Study 

This independent study studied factor positively impacting purchase intention of 

“B” brand smartwatch of customers in Bangkok Area. The study focused to identify 

the factor impacting the purchasing decision for Apple Watch and the scope of sample 

was the resident who live in Bangkok Area of Thailand. 

1.3.1. The result from the study could be applied to the marketing and product 

development strategy for smartwatch producer in aspect of brand awareness, 

brand image, brand associate, brand fondness, interface convenience, 

perceived content, design aesthetics and credibility. 

1.3.2. Since there were various theories regarding to marketing research for 

technological devices and this study combined the related theory and key 

factors which were brand awareness, brand image, brand associate, brand 

fondness, interface convenience, perceived content, design aesthetics and 

credibility towards brand purchase intention of smartwatch in Bangkok and 

recommended the business strategy for each significant factor. 
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1.3.3. This study extended the insight on impacting of brand awareness, brand image, 

brand associate, brand fondness, interface convenience, perceived content, 

design aesthetics and credibility towards brand purchase intention of 

smartwatch in Bangkok. This benefited to future study. 
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CHAPTER 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Related Literature and Previous Studies 

What is smart watch? 

Hsiao and Chen (2018) defined Smartwatches as wearable devices that 

performed and helped the consumers on the daily tasks and work. Moreover, it was 

also able to install and operate additional application, for example, calendar, map, to 

do list and even music application. The smartwatch often came with touchscreen 

helping the user to navigate the menu and supported wireless technology, for 

example, Bluetooth, GPS and Wi-Fi. The smart watch operating systems which was 

well known in the market were Watch OS from Apple and Android wear. 

 

Brand Awareness, Brand Image, Brand Association, and Brand fondness toward 

Brand purchase intention 

Foroudi, Jin, Gupta, Foroudi, and Kitchen (2018) explored the data collected 

to investigate the impact of brand perception on brand loyalty and brand purchase 

intention from their conceptual framework. They formed the conceptual each 

component and seek for the positive impact of the brand perception. The research was 

expected to provide more understanding for the marketing strategy in order to 

enhance company performance. The research approach to collect the data was 

questionnaire survey to collect the assessment in each area of the brand perception for 

mixed theory. The result was analyzed through the technique called fsQCA or Fuzzy-

set qualitative comparative analysis. 
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Figure 2.1: Brand Perception and Brand Loyalty and Purchasing Intention 

 

From the Conceptual Framework, Brand Equity components were consisted as 

below. 

• Brand Association (BAS): According to Yasin, Nasser, and Mohamad 

(2007), it was referred to the intangible features of differences from other 

brand in the market in term of characteristics of a product. 

• Perceived Quality (PQ): According to Ramaseshan and Tsao (2007), it was 

referred to what consumers thought intangibly to the quality of product from 

their perception, judgment, thought and belief. 

• Brand Awareness (BA): According to Cornwell, Pappu, and Spry (2011), it 

was the presence in consumers’ mind about the brand. The higher level of Brand 

Awareness created higher level of Brand Perception and Equity. 

• Brand Image (BI): According to Kotler (1998), it was the consumers’ mind 

and beliefs on the brand uniqueness and differences from other brand in the 

market. It was also referred as the brand identity that consumers had seen. 
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• Brand Fondness (BF): According to Watson and Spence (2007), it was 

referred to definition made by consumers’ emotions which lead to decision 

making from such effect. 

• Product Country Image (PCI): According to Yasin et al. (2007), in the 

globalized market, consumers took the origin of the production in association 

to their thought about the brand image. 

 

The Brand Purchasing Intention which was influenced by the Brand Perception. 

The higher Brand Perception led to more power to influence the brand purchase 

intention of the customers because the customer was likely to assess the product in their 

opinion based on brand perceived. 

The research methodology was to discover the pattern, theme and categorize 

the behavioral assessment into groups. The objective aimed to seek for significant 

component in brand equity which impacted the Brand purchase intention. The 

variable to collect the data for component in Brand Perception was to ask the samples 

to identify the level in seven-point Likert scale from 1 which was “strongly disagree” 

to 7 which was “strongly agree”.  

According to their study, the result indicated that the Brand Awareness was 

the center of building Brand Perception. The brand perception was the key to create 

and enhanced the brand purchase intention. The components of brand perception 

contributed the positive impact to the brand loyalty and brand purchasing intention 

were included brand awareness, brand fondness, brand image, product country image, 

perceived quality, and brand association. However, Country product image and 

perceived quality were not significant component to build brand perception. 
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Sometimes, from the study, customer had the impact on brand loyalty and purchasing 

intention even they did not perceive the quality. Country product image was another 

factor that, from the study, did not have the statistical relationship to the brand 

perception.  

Therefore, from Foroudi et al. (2018) study, it was found out that the key 

components of brand perception were brand awareness, brand fondness, brand image, 

and brand association. These would be included in conceptual framework of this 

independent study. 

 
Interface Convenience, Perceived Value and Design Aesthetics toward Brand 

Purchase Intention 

Hsiao and Chen (2018) studied the key driver for purchase intention of 

smartwatch. They sought for the relationship between the Product design in term of 

Software, Hardware and Appearance. They researched and formed the conceptual 

framework for the relationship as below figure 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Product Design and Purchasing Intention Conceptual Framework 
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 From the key aspects of their research, the factor was derived as Interface 

Convenience and Perceived Content as Software aspect, Perceived Infrastructure as 

Hardware aspect and Design Aesthetics as Appearance aspect. Each factor was 

defined as followings. 

• Interface Convenience (IC): According to Hsiao (2013), it was defined from 

consumers’ belief about the design effectiveness for navigate and use. It 

played crucial part in smart watch because the smart watch had smaller screen 

and the user navigated only through those screens. The more conveniences of 

the interface made more impression for the customer to use the product. 

• Perceived Content (PC): According to Hsiao (2013), it was referred as the 

perception from the consumers on the quality of feature in smartwatch. This 

was also impact on the attitude from the consumers to use the wearable 

devices. 

• Perceived Infrastructure (PI): According to Hsiao (2013), it was referred the 

efficiency from the hardware specification perceived by the consumers. It 

effected on the consumers’ emotion on the product. The more efficiency in 

term of hardware offered by the product created the more positive emotion 

from the consumers towards the product. 

• Design Aesthetics (DA): According to Cyr, Head, and Ivanov (2006), it was 

referred to appearance of the product which influenced to the acceptance of 

the new product. Choi and Kim (2016) viewed that smartwatch was now 

become the luxury fashion product and uniqueness became more impact on 

the consumers’ attitude towards to this device. 
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From the above defined factors to measure the driver of purchasing intention 

for smartwatch the researchers used the Likert Scales in the questionnaire with five-

point scale for samples to assess the level of agreement to each statement. The range 

for five-point scale was range from 1 which was “strongly disagree” to 5 which was 

“strongly agree”.  

The data was collected from the offline and online survey and was analyzed in 

according with the hypotheses set in the conceptual framework. The result showed 

that the defined factor including Interface Convenience, Perceived Content, Perceived 

Infrastructure and Design Aesthetics were influence the attitude towards product and 

led to decision making to purchase smartwatch. However, from the study, it was 

showed that the factor under the perceived infrastructure had lowest Cronbach’s 

Alpha and lowest level of confidence from statistically significant testing. However, 

the author recommended for the company to still take this into account for developing 

the new product as the higher performance of smart watch led to impression.  

 

Credibility toward Brand purchase intention  

 Martins, Costa, Oliveira, Gonçalves, and Branco (2018) studied on the 

influence from advertising the smartphone on the consumers’ purchase intention. 

According to The Mobile Marketing Association, the mobile advertising is “a form of 

advertising that transmits advertisement messages to users via mobile phones or other 

wireless communication devices”. Smartphone advertisement became more important 

part in the decision making to purchase in the modern world. Martins et al. (2018) 

conceptualized the theory to seek for statistical relationships from the factor of 
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Advertisement to Brand purchase intention from the customers. The conceptual 

framework was shown as below figure. 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Advertising and Purchasing Intention Conceptual Framework 

 

The advertisement had been developed to focus on the advertising value by 

Ducoffe (1995). The advertisement Value was contributed from various factor 

including informativeness, irritation, and entertainment. These factors were 

considered to be the part of conceptual framework. The following section showed the 

factors included in the model. 

• Informativeness: it was referred to the ability of the advertisement to give the 

information to the consumers about the product. 

• Irritation: It was referred to the technique used in the advertisement in 

additions to the content given, for example, annoy, offend, insult and 

manipulate. 
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• Entertainment: It was referred as the favorable impact on the consumers’ 

emotion after perceived the advertisement. This also contributed the positive 

impact to the brand attitudes.  

• Credibility: According Mackenzie and Lutz (1989), credibility was referred 

as the information claimed by the advertisement in the customer’s view was 

truthful and believable.  

• Incentive: According to Varnali, Yilmaz, and Toker (2012), It was referred as 

the monetary offered to the consumer, for example, discounts, gift, or prepaid 

credit. 

From the theory related to Adverting Value, the researchers developed the 

questionnaire to capture the opinion from the customers. The questionnaire measured 

the level of each factor using the Likert Rating Scale with seven-point range scale. 

The range for seven-point scale was range from 1 which was “strongly disagree” to 7 

which was “strongly agree”. 

The statistical analysis result confirmed the hypotheses regarding to 

advertising value contributed by informativeness, credibility, entertainment, and 

incentives. The structural model result also showed that the highest contributed factor 

to the Advertising Value was Credibility 

Notar and Kanthawong (2016) studied on influencing purchase intention of 

high quality food products brand A of consumers in Bangkok. The independent 

variables included in the study were private label image, social image, perceived 

quality, brand awareness, corporate social responsibility, price premium, prestige 

sensitivity, controlled-communication and word-of-mount communications and the 

dependent variable was purchase intention. The data used for analysis was collected 
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from questionnaire survey with 340 respondents. The majorities of the sample were 

female, aged between 20-25 years old, single, obtained bachelor’s degrees, worked in 

private company and earned monthly income less than 25,000 Baht. They purchased 

the high quality food at least once a week and spent money between 101-300 Baht to 

purchase. Using Multiple Regression Analysis, the analysis showed that the factors 

influenced purchase intention were price premium, word-of-mount communications, 

and brand awareness with statistic significant level of .01. This study provided the 

informative data to the food industry to improve their products.  

Thiangthum and Kanthawongs (2017) studied on the factors with positive 

impact on purchase intention of smartphones in Mobile Expo 2016. The independent 

variables were personal innovativeness in information technology, mobile marketing, 

brand loyalty, emotional appeal, informativeness, advertising creativity, social 

influence and performance expectancy while the dependent variable was purchase 

intention of smartphones in Mobile Expo 2016. The data was collected using 

questionnaire survey with 330 respondents. The majorities of sample were female, 

aged between 26 -30 years old, single, obtained bachelor’s degrees, worked in private 

company and earned monthly income between 20,001 - 30,000 Baht. The sample 

mostly purchased new smartphone every 3 years and responded that their favorite 

application in smartphone is Facebook. Using Multiple Regression Analysis, the 

analysis showed that the factors influenced purchase intention of smartphones in 

Mobile Expo 2016 were informativeness, social influence, brand loyalty and personal 

innovativeness in information technology with statistic significant level of .01. 
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2.2 Hypothesis 

2.2.1. Brand Awareness (BA) had the positive impact on brand purchase intention of 

smartwatches (BPI). 

2.2.2. Brand Image (BI) had the positive impact on Brand purchase intention of 

smartwatches (BPI). 

2.2.3. Brand Associations (BAS) had the positive impact on Brand purchase 

intention of smartwatches (BPI). 

2.2.4. Brand Fondness (BF) had the positive impact on Brand purchase intention of 

smartwatches (BPI). 

2.2.5. Interface Convenience (IC) had the positive impact on Brand purchase 

intention of smartwatches (BPI). 

2.2.6. Perceived Content (PC) had the positive impact on Brand purchase intention 

of smartwatches (BPI). 

2.2.7. Design Aesthetics (DA) had the positive impact on Brand purchase intention 

of smartwatches (BPI). 

2.2.8. Credibility (CRE) had the positive impact on Brand purchase intention of 

smartwatches (BPI). 

2.2.9. All variables which were 1) Brand Awareness (BA), 2) Brand Image (BI), 3) 

Brand Associations (BAS), 4) Brand Fondness (BF), 5) Interface Convenience 

(IC), 6) Perceived Content (PC), 7) Design Aesthetics (DA), and 8) Credibility 

(CRE) had the positive impact on Brand purchase intention of smartwatches 

(BPI). 
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2.3 Conceptual Framework 

From the literature review, the factors influenced brand purchase intention of 

smartwatch from the perspective of Brand Equity, Product Design and Advertisement.  

 

Figure 2.4: Theoretical framework for future intentions  
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CHAPTER 3  

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Design 

 This independent study focused on seeking for the factor positively impacting 

the brand purchase intention of “B” smartwatch in Bangkok. The methodology to 

seek for such relationship was based on the quantitative analysis approach from the 

data collected by the survey. The questionnaire was designed based on the literature 

studied on the factors impacting to the Brand purchase intention from Brand Equity, 

Product Design and Advertisement aspect. 

 

3.2 Population and Sample Selection 

According to the objective, this research aimed to seek for the key factors 

impacting the Brand Purchasing Intention from customers living in Bangkok. The 

survey was distributed to both offline and online channels. For offline channel, the 

customers who bought “B” watch at iStudio in Gateway Ekkamia and Siam Paragon. 

For online channel, the survey was distributed to members in online community e.g. 

Facebook page named DroidSans, iPhonemod, Siampod, and AppDisqus. The 

questionnaire was sent directly to target sample via their inbox. 

After pilot data collection, the author test by collecting 40 surveys and 

calculated the optimal number of samples using G*power version 3.1.9.2. The 

application was created by Erdfelder, Faul, and Buchner (1996) from the conceptual 

practice from Cohen (1977). According to the pilot survey, the effect size f2 was 

calculated and equal to 0.0689654 (from Partial R2 equal to 0.064516) with Power (1-

β) of 0.90, Alpha (α) of 0.10, and Number of Test Predictor of 8. The application 
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calculated the Total sample size equaled to 241. Therefore, from the calculation, this 

independent study collected 241 samples as the minimum number suggested. 

 

3.3 Research Instrument 

To seek for the statistical relationship for the Factor positively impact on the 

brand purchase intention of smartwatch, after literature reviewed, the independent 

study went through the following procedure. 

 
Drafting the questionnaire 

After the literature reviewed, the independent study gathered the relevant 

studies and theories to be the key model to study the factor positively impacting brand 

purchase intention of smartwatch. The relevant study was the guideline for drafting 

questions. The draft questionnaire was provided and submitted to Advisor to review 

and approve to continue to collect the information as the minimum number of total 

samples of 241 samples. 

The questionnaires were distributed to obtain 40 pilot samples in order to test 

the effective for data collection. These 40 pilot samples were tested by Reliability test 

for variable by calculating Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficient. The calculated value was 

between 0 to 1. The higher value of Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficient indicated the 

higher reliability. 

The questionnaire after reviewed and revised was divided into 3 main parts to 

gather the information in accordance to research objective. The following section was 

the questionnaire used for collecting the data. 
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Part 1: Demographic Information 

 This part of the survey aimed to collect the personal demographic information 

from the sample. This part of survey consisted of 6 questions with multiple choices of 

answer, for example, Gender, Age Range, Marital Status, Highest Level of education, 

Monthly income, and Professional status. 

 
Part 2: General Information about smartwatch purchasing behavior 

 This section in the questionnaire aimed to collect to seek for pattern and 

behavior of the samples group regarding to Smartwatch purchasing behaviors. This 

part provided multiple choices to the sample for ease of categorization. The 

questionnaire of this section consisted of following questions. 

• How often do you purchase a new watch? 

• What is your most favorite brand? (you can answer only one choice) 

• How much do you purchase a new watch? 

• Where are you purchase a new watch? 

 

Part 3: Factor positively impacting brand purchase intention of smartwatch 

 This part of the questionnaire collected the level of Factors Positively 

impacting brand purchase intention of smartwatch in Bangkok. The questions were 

localized from the literature reviewed and developed the questionnaire to obtain the 

level of agreement for each variable.  
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Approval and Opinion from the Expert 

 The draft questionnaire from selected articles and journals were submitted to 

an Advisor and obtained the approval to proceed. 

 The approved questionnaire was passed to 2 experts from related to 

smartwatch product, Mrs. Duangnapa Volyarngosol, Assistant Vice President - 

Product Managment at Spvi PCL (Authorized Retailer from Apple), and Mr. Shusidth 

Volyarngosol, Apple Product Management gave the suggestion on the draft 

questionnaire for more accuracy. The opinions from the expert were taken into 

account including an advisor’s guidance. 
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Table 3.1: Questions to collect factor impacting to brand purchase intention 

Factor Questions 

Brand 

Awareness 

(BA) 

BA1 I am interested in “B” Watch. 

BA2 Compared to other people I know more about “B” Watch. 

BA3 When I think of fashion items, “B” Watch is one of the 

brands that come to mind. 

BA4 I know what “B” Watch looks like. 

Brand Image 

(BI) 

BI1 I like the “B” Watch. 

BI2 I like the “B” Watch compared to other companies in the 

same sector. 

BI3 I think other consumers like “B” Watch as well. 

BI4 “B”’s logo enhances “B” watch product’s images. 

Brand 

Associations 

(BAS) 

BAS1 I can recognize “B” Watch among other competing brands. 

BAS2 Some characteristic of “B” Watch comes to my mind 

quickly. 

BAS3 I trust the company which makes “B” Watch. 

BAS4 I would feel proud to own “B” Watch. 

Brand 

Fondness 

(BF) 

BF1 I think other people like “B” Watch. 

BF2 I would satisfy with owning one. 

BF3 I would recommend “B” Watch to others. 

BF4 “B” Watch might reflect my personal lifestyle. 

(Continued) 
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Table 3.1 (Continued): Questions to collect factor impacting to brand purchase 

intention 

Factor Questions 

Interface 

Convenience 

(IC) 

IC1 If I use the “B” Watch, I think I can easily recognize where 

the needed information is located. 

IC2 If I use the “B” Watch, I think I can easily recognize where I 

navigate. 

IC3 I think that the screen design of the “B” Watch is 

harmonious. 

IC4 It looks easy to use the “B” Watch. 

Perceived 

Content 

(PC) 

PC1 The features of the “B” Watch are useful. 

PC2 The features of the “B” Watch are complete. 

PC3 The features of the “B” Watch are clear. 

PC4 The more applications on the “B” Watch, the better use I can 

make of it. 

Design 

Aesthetics 

(DA) 

DA1 I would satisfy with the simple design of the “B” Watch. 

DA2 I would satisfy with the color and materials of the “B” 

Watch. 

DA3 There was no inconvenience for using the “B” Watch due to 

its display size. 

DA4 The touch display of the “B” Watch is convenient to use. 

(Continued) 
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Table 3.1 (Continued): Questions to collect factor impacting to brand purchase 

intention 

Factor Questions 

Credibility 

(CRE)  

CRE1 I feel that “B” Watch advertising is convincing. 

CRE2 I feel that “B” Watch advertising is believable. 

CRE3 I feel that “B” Watch advertising is credible. 

CRE4 I believe that “B” Watch advertising is a good reference for 

purchasing product. 

Brand 

purchase 

intention 

(BPI) 

BPI1 I intend to purchase the “B” Watch in the future.  

BPI2 I predict that I would pay for the “B” Watch in the future. 

BPI3 I am very likely to buy the “B” Watch. 

BPI4 I have chosen among brands; “B” Watch is definitely my 

choice. 

 

From the above list of questions, the sample identified and assessed their level 

of agreement to each statement in the table with Likert’s Rating Scale with five-point 

scale. The ranking scale range from 1 which was lowest level of agreement to 5 which 

was highest level of agreement. The last open question allowed the sample to identify 

other factors that possibly impacted to brand purchase intention. 

The questionnaire was launched for pretesting for 40 samples. The result from 

pretest was conducted the reliability test for each variable individually using the 

Cronbach’s Alpha. 
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3.4 Testing Research Instrument 

After the questionnaire designed, the questions to identify the level of 

agreement for each statement in each factor must be tested to see whether it was 

reliable or not. The questionnaire was tested by Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficient which 

was initiated by Lee Cronbach. This coefficient assessed the consistency and value 

ranged between 0 to 1. The closer to 1 was implied that the questions used in the 

questionnaire was reliable. According to Tavakol and Dennick (2011), the study 

suggested that the acceptable value of Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficient was between 

0.70 to 0.95 defined in various studies. 

The pilot sample was launched to collected 42 samples on July 2018 through 

offline survey at the iStudio in Gateway Ekkamai and Siam Paragon for the customer 

who bought Apple Watch and online community related to technological gadgets. The 

testing result from pilot sample collected showed that the questionnaire was qualified 

from reliability and construct validity testing result as shown in table 3.2. 

From the result, the completed list of samples was started on early of 

September 2018 to collect as the minimum number of 241 samples according 

G*Power calculation. 279 samples were collected through offline and online channel. 

These data collected was analyzed using IBM® SPSS® Statistics version 25. The data 

collection was tested for reliability using means of Cronbach alphas and factor 

analysis.  
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Table 3.2: Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficient of 42 pilot and 279 full-scale tests of 

questionnaires 

Questionnaire Cronbach’s Alpha 

N = 42 N = 279 

Variable Factor   

Brand Awareness (BA) .880 0.88 

Brand Image (BI) .884 0.882 

Brand Associations (BAS) .894 0.893 

Brand Fondness (BF) .893 0.892 

Interface Convenience (IC) .912 0.91 

Perceived Content (PC) .928 0.925 

Design Aesthetics (DA) .919 0.916 

Credibility (CRE)  .939 0.937 

Independent Variable   

Brand purchase intention of 

smartwatches (BPI) 

.959 0.958 

 

This independent study collected pilot survey using this questionnaire 

designed. The total number of samples collected in this trial period was 42 samples. 

Reliable and valid test of the questionnaires to ensure the accuracy of the evaluation 

for each statement were tested by using Cronbach’s Alpha developed by Lee 

Cronbach. By calculated in SPSS, the Table 3.2 showed the Cronbach’s Alpha. 

Tavakol and Dennick (2011) recommended that the acceptable value of alpha ranges 

between 0.70 – 0.95 from various literatures. The testing result showed that 
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Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient of Brand Awareness (BA) was 0.90, Brand Image (BI) 

was 0.89, Brand Associations (BAS) was 0.90, Brand Fondness (BF) was 0.91, 

Interface Convenience (IC) was 0.92, Perceived Content (PC) was 0.93, Design 

Aesthetics (DA) was 0.92, Credibility (CRE) was 0.94 and for Independent Variables 

Cronbach’s Alpha of Brand purchase intention of smartwatches (BPI) was 0.96. 

For the completed list of samples, all the coefficients of independent variables 

and dependent variables range between 0.89 to 0.94 which were fell within the 

acceptable range due to Tavakol and Dennick (2011). 

The reliability of the variables and factors was tested, and it was found that all 

of the variables including independent and dependent variables were reliable for 

analysis of factor positively impacting purchase intention of “B” brand smartwatch of 

customers in Bangkok. 

 According to Kline (2002), the study showed the methodology to analyze 

factor used in the quantitative model by utilizing the principal component analysis 

(PAC) and Varimax rotation. One of the tools to measure whether the answer 

collected from the questionnaires explained or represented the questionnaire or not or 

the questions was related to the factor or not. This tool was called Communalities. 

Communalities was the proportion of variance from each variable that was explained 

by the factors or questions used in the questionnaire. If the value was negative or low, 

the questionnaire should be reviewed and removed some of the questions that were 

not highly related to the variable. The below table showed the calculated 

Communalities. 
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Table 3.3:  Loading values for Factor Analysis of Pilot Instrument 

 BA BI BAS BF IC DA CRE IP 

BA1 .816        

BA2 .736        

BA3 .781        

BA4 .612        

BI1  .796       

BI2  .775       

BI3  .720       

BI4  .675       

BAS1   .813      

BAS2   .774      

BAS3   .776      

BAS4   .676      

BF1    .695     

BF2    .770     

BF3    .824     

BF4    .745     

IC1     .806    

IC2     .759    

IC3     .800    

IC4     .804    

(Continued) 
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Table 3.3 (Continued): Loading values for Factor Analysis of Pilot Instrument 

 BA BI BAS BF IC DA CRE IP 

DA1      .786   

DA2      .866   

DA3      .794   

DA4      .772   

CRE1       .854  

CRE2       .875  

CRE3       .832  

CRE4       .817  

BPI1        .924 

BPI2        .864 

BPI3        .925 

BPI4        .848 

 

 From Table 3.3, the calculated Communalities showed proportional effect 

from each question on the Factor under the study from literatures reviewed. The result 

showed that all calculated communalities were positive. The value was considered to 

be high that showed high relevancy to the factor contributed by the questions in the 

questionnaire. 

 

3.5 Statistics for Data Analysis 

The questionnaire collected was analyzed using IBM® SPSS® Statistics 

version 25. The descriptive analysis was explored to analyze the portion and 
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demographic information such as Gender, Age Rang, Marital Status, Highest Level of 

education, Monthly income, Professional status and Smartwatch purchasing behavior 

in term of Mean (x̅), Variance and Standard Deviation (S.D.). 

The level of agreement associated with each factor was summed and explored 

the data collected which were 1) Brand Awareness (BA), 2) Brand Image (BI),  

3) Brand Associations (BAS), 4) Brand Fondness (BF), 5) Interface Convenience 

(IC), 6) Perceived Content (PC), 7) Design Aesthetics (DA), 8) Credibility (CRE), 

and 9) Brand purchase intention of smartwatches (BPI). The level of agreement for 

each factor was analyzed in term of Mean (x̅), Variance and Standard Deviation 

(S.D.). Moreover, the data was analyzed using Pearson’s correlation coefficients in 

order to identify the statistical relationship between dependent variable (Brand 

purchase intention of smartwatches) and independent variable (Brand Awareness, 

Brand Image, Brand Associations, Brand Fondness, Interface Convenience, Perceived 

Content, Design Aesthetics, and Credibility). The relationship was estimated using the 

statistical methodology for degree of linear regression which measured the magnitude 

of impact using standardized coefficient’s value. 

The multiple regression was key technique using in this study to determine the 

statistical relationships between dependent variable and independent variables. The 

statistic equation was established for business recommendation. The SPSS provided 

the analysis for multiple regression analysis, analysis of variance table (ANOVA), R 

square. The result from statistical analysis included the significant value to consider 

whether the model estimated was significant.  
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CHAPTER 4  

RESEARCH RESULTS 

This independent study aimed to seek for the influence factor impacting on the 

decision making to purchase “B” Watch by using the marketing model as defined in 

the Chapter 3 on Methodology. The study analyzed the 279 samples as the 

representative of Bangkok population. The respondents to give their opinion in the 

questionnaire were based in Bangkok. The collected data was analyzed in quantitative 

basis. 

 

4.1 Summary of Demographic Data 

According to the questionnaires, the data collected was included demographic 

factors to see the overall characteristics. The demographic factors were included 

Gender, Age, Marital Status, Education, Salary and Career. Moreover, the 

questionnaire also collected the information about the purchasing behaviors related to 

the Smart Watch. The information was included Brand for Smart Watch purchased, 

Frequency to purchase, Price for Smart Watch, and Place of Purchase.  

 

Table 4.1: Descriptive Statistics – Gender of Samples 

 
Measure Item Freq. % 

Gender Female 171 61% 

 Male 108 39% 

 Total 279 100% 
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From Table 4.1 above, the information displayed was the table summary of the 

samples’ gender from questionnaire collected. From overall 279 respondents, it was 

divided into 2 groups of gender which 171 respondents or 61% were Female and 108 

or 39% respondents were Male. Therefore, the data collected showed that the sample 

were more female than male. 

 

Table 4.2: Descriptive Statistics – Age of Samples 

 
Measure Item Freq. % 

Age < 20  18 6% 

 21-30  150 54% 

 31-40  83 30% 

 41-50  22 8% 

 51-60  5 2% 

 > 60  1 0% 

 Total 279 100% 

 

From Table 4.2 above, the information displayed was the table summary of the 

samples’ age from questionnaire collected. From overall 279 respondents, it was 

divided into 6 groups as per samples’ age. The largest portion was samples with age 

between 21 to 30 years old in an amount of 150 respondents or 54%. The second 

largest portion was samples with age between 31 to 40 years old in an amount of 83 

respondents or 30% following by samples with age between 41 to 50 years old in an 

amount of 22 respondents or 8%, samples with age less than 20 years in an amount of 
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18 respondents or 6%, samples with age between 51 to 60 years old in an amount of 5 

respondents or 2% and smallest portion was the samples with age more than 60 years 

old in an amount of 1 respondent or 0%. This descriptive statistic showed that the 

young workers age and middle age were the main respondents for this independent 

study. 

 

Table 4.3:  Descriptive Statistics – Marital Status of Samples 

 
Measure Item Freq. % 

Marital Status Divorced/ Widowed/ Separated 12 4% 

 Married 51 18% 

 Single 216 77% 

 Total 279 100% 

 

From Table 4.3 above, the information displayed was the table summary of the 

samples’ marital status from questionnaire collected. From overall 279 respondents, it 

was divided into 3 groups as per samples’ marital status. The largest portion was 

samples with Single marital status in an amount of 216 respondents or 77%. The 

second largest portion was samples with Married marital status in an amount of 51 

respondents or 18% following by the smallest portion was the samples with Divorced/ 

Widowed/ Separated marital status in an amount of 12 respondent or 4%. These 

descriptive statistics showed that the samples for this independent study were Single 

without Family for taking care of. 
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Table 4.4: Descriptive Statistics – Education of Samples 

 
Measure Item Freq. % 

Education Bachelor’s Degree 179 64% 

 Master’s degree 67 24% 

 Doctorate Degree 4 1% 

 Under bachelor’s degree 29 10% 

 Total 279 100% 

 

From Table 4.4 above, the information displayed was the table summary of the 

samples’ education from questionnaire collected. From overall 279 respondents, it 

was divided into 4 groups as per samples’ highest education level. The largest portion 

was samples with bachelor’s degree as the highest level of education in an amount of 

179 respondents or 64%. The second largest portion was samples with master’s 

degree as the highest level of education in an amount of 67 respondents or 24% 

following by sample with under bachelor’s degree as the highest level of education in 

an amount of 29 respondent or 10% and the smallest portion was the samples with 

Doctorate Degree as highest level of education in an amount of 4 respondents or 1%. 

These descriptive statistics showed that the samples had the high level of education as 

the majority. 
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Table 4.5:  Descriptive Statistics – Monthly Income of Samples 

 
Measure Item Freq. % 

Salary < 20,000 Baht 64 23% 

 20,001–40,000 Baht 100 36% 

 40,001–60,000 Baht 59 21% 

 60,001-80,000 Baht 25 9% 

 80,001–100,000 Baht 19 7% 

 100,001-120,000 Baht - - 

 120,001-140,000 Baht 5 2% 

 140,001–160,000 Baht 1 0% 

 > 160,001 Baht 6 2% 

 Total 279 100% 

 

From Table 4.5 above, the information displayed was the table summary of the 

samples’ monthly income range from questionnaire collected. From overall 279 

respondents, it was divided into 9 groups as per samples’ monthly income range. The 

largest portion was samples with range of income of 20,001–40,000 Baht per month 

in an amount of 100 respondents or 36%. The second largest portion was samples 

with range of income less than 20,000 Baht per month in an amount of 64 respondents 

or 23% following by sample with range of income of 40,001–60,000 Baht per month 

in an amount of 59 respondents or 21%, sample with range of income of 60,001-

80,000 Baht per month in an amount of 25 respondents or 9%, sample with range of 

income of 80,001–100,000 Baht per month in an amount of 19 respondents or 7%, 
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sample with range of income more than160,001 Baht per month in an amount of 6 

respondents or 2%, and sample with range of income of 140,001–160,000 Baht per 

month in an amount of 1 respondents or 0% respectively. These descriptive statistics 

showed that due to age of younger sample so the monthly income for this sample was 

around less than 20,000 Baht to 60,000 Baht. 

 

Table 4.6: Descriptive Statistics – Occupation of Samples 

 
Measure Item Freq. % 

Career Housewives 10 4% 

 Private employee 148 53% 

 Retired 1 0% 

 Searching for job 25 9% 

 Self-Employed 45 16% 

 State enterprise employee 20 7% 

 Students 30 11% 

 Total 279 100% 

 

From Table 4.6 above, the information displayed was the table summary of the 

samples’ occupation from questionnaire collected. From overall 279 respondents, it 

was divided into 7 groups as per samples’ Occupation. The largest portion was 

samples working as Private Company’s Employee in an amount of 148 respondents or 

53%. The second largest portion was samples working as Self-Employee in an 

amount of 45 respondents or 16% following by sample working as Students in an 
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amount of 30 respondent or 11%, Sample searching for the job in an amount of 25 

respondents or 9%, Samples working as State enterprise employee in an amount of 20 

respondents or 7% and the smallest portion was the samples retired in an amount of 1 

respondents or 0%. These descriptive statistics showed that the samples significant 

portion worked in Private Company. 

 

Table 4.7 Descriptive Statistics – Smart Watch Brand of Samples 

 
Measure Item Freq. % 

Brand for Apple 120 43% 

Smart Watch Samsung 37 13% 

 Fit bit 24 9% 

 Garmin 22 8% 

 Michael Kors 12 4% 

 Casio 10 4% 

 G Shock  10 4% 

 Huawei 10 4% 

 No specific 6 2% 

 Other 28 9% 

 Total 279 100% 

 

From Table 4.7 above, the information displayed was the table summary of the 

samples’ favorite brand of smart watch from questionnaire collected. From overall 

279 respondents, it was divided into various groups as per samples’ favorite smart 
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watch brand. This section summarized Top 4 of the brand the sample preferred. The 

largest portion of samples’ favorite brand was Apple in an amount of 120 respondents 

or 43% following by Samsung in an amount of 37 respondents or 13%, Fit bit in an 

amount of 24 respondents or 9% and Garmin in an amount of 22 respondents or 8% 

respectively. These descriptive statistics showed that the samples preferred to buy 

Apple Watch as their favorite choice of smart watch in the market. 

 

Table 4.8: Descriptive Statistics – Frequency to purchase 

 
Measure Item Freq. % 

Frequency to 

purchase  

Once a year 148 53% 

Twice a year 52 19% 

 Once per 2-3 years 14 5% 

 Once per 4-6 years 49 18% 

 Special Occasion 12 4% 

 Never 4 1% 

 Total  279 100% 

 

From Table 4.8 above, the information displayed was the table summary of the 

samples’ monthly income range from questionnaire collected. From overall 279 

respondents, it was divided into 6 groups as per samples’ frequency to purchase smart 

watch. The largest portion was samples purchasing new smart watch once a year in an 

amount of 148 respondents or 53%. The second largest portion was samples 

purchasing new smart watch twice a year in an amount of 52 respondents or 19% 
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following by sample purchasing new smart watch once in 4-6 years in an amount of 

49 respondent or 18%, sample purchasing new smart watch once in 2-3 years in an 

amount of 14 respondent or 5%, sample purchasing new smart watch for special 

occasion in an amount of 12 respondent or 4% and the smallest portion was never 

purchase smart watch in an amount of 4 respondents or 1%. These descriptive 

statistics showed that samples tended to purchase new smart watch once a year which 

was in line with frequency for Apple annually launching new model of Apple Watch. 

 

Table 4.9: Descriptive Statistics – Price for Smart 

 
Measure Item Freq. % 

Price for Smart 

Watch 

< 10,000 Baht 120 43% 

10,001–25,000 Baht 115 41% 

 25,001–40,000 Baht 29 10% 

 40,001-55,000 Baht 6 2% 

 More than 55,001 Baht 4 1% 

 No specific 2 1% 

 Never 3 1% 

 Total 279 100% 

 

From Table 4.9 above, the information displayed was the table summary of the 

samples’ preferred price to purchase smart watch from questionnaire collected. From 

overall 279 respondents, it was divided into 7 groups as per price of smart watch 

range. The largest portion was samples with preferred price ranged less than 10,000 
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Baht in an amount of 120 respondents or 43%. The second largest portion was 

samples with preferred price ranged between 10,001 to 25,000 Baht in an amount of 

115 respondents or 41% following by sample with preferred price ranged between 

25,001 to 40,000 Baht in an amount of 29 respondent or 10%, price ranged between 

40,001 to 55,000 Baht in an amount of 6 respondents or 2%, price ranged more than 

55,001 Baht in an amount of 4 respondents or 1% and the smallest portion was the 

samples with no specific preferred price range in an amount of 2 respondents or 1%. 

From the result, it displayed the trend that the lower price of smart watch les to higher 

demand for smart watch as well. 

 
Table 4.10: Descriptive Statistics – Place to purchase smart watch 

 

Measure Item Freq. % 

Place of Purchase Brand’s shop 7 3% 

 Central 126 45% 

 Oversea 7 3% 

 Community mall 37 13% 

 Online 14 5% 

 Mega Bang Na 1 0% 

 Outlet Mall 2 1% 

 Paragon 1 0% 

 Siam Square 42 15% 

 The Mall 39 14% 

 Never 3 1% 
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Measure Item Freq. % 

 Total 279 100% 

From Table 4.10 above, the information displayed was the table summary of 

the samples’ purchasing place from questionnaire collected. From overall 279 

respondents, it was divided into 11 groups as per samples’ place. This section 

highlighted top 4 places to purchase smart watch in Bangkok. The largest portion was 

samples purchasing smart watch in Central in an amount of 126 respondents or 45%. 

The second largest portion was samples purchasing smart watch in Siam Square in an 

amount of 42 respondents or 15% following by The Mall in an amount of 39 

respondent or 14% and Community Mall in an amount of 37 respondents or 13%. 

This information showed that the majority of place to purchase smart watch for the 

Sample in Bangkok is mostly in the Department Store. 

From the sample, the respondent demographic information showed that the 

largest portion was Female (n = 171, 61%) while the smaller portion was Male (n = 

108, 39%) The range of age were in range of 21 to 30 years old (n = 150, 54%), 31 to 

40 years old (n = 83, 30%), 41 to 50 years old (n = 22, 8%), Less than 20 years old (n 

= 18, 6%) 51 to 60 years old (n = 5, 2%) and older than 60 years old (n = 1, 0%) 

respectively. More than a half of the samples size were less than 30 years old. On the 

education area, the demographic descriptive statistics showed that largest portion of 

the sample obtained bachelor’s degree (n = 179, 64%), Master Degree (n =67, 24%), 

Under Bachelor’s degree (n= 29, 10%) and Doctorate Degree (n = 4, 1%) 

respectively. The majority of the respondents were Single (n = 216, 77%), Private 

Company employees (n = 148, 53%), had the income between 20,000 to 40,000 Baht 
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per month (n = 100, 36%). The respondents were most interested in Apple Watch 

accounted for n = 120, 43% from list of the Brand. 

Therefore, from the demographic statistics analysis, the respondent who were 

interested in Apple Watch had the following characteristics of Young generation 

(younger than 30 years old), Single, graduated in bachelor’s degree and work in 

private company. 

 

4.2 Results of Research Variables 

From the methodology, the independents variables contained in the model 

were consisted of 1) Brand Awareness (BA), 2) Brand Image (BI), 3) Brand 

Associations (BAS), 4) Brand Fondness (BF), 5) Interface Convenience (IC), 6) 

Perceived Content (PC), 7) Design Aesthetics (DA), 8) Credibility (CRE) and 

dependent variables was 9) Brand purchase intention of smartwatches (BPI) which 

were measured on a five-point Likert scale ranging from one (1) as the lowest to five 

(5) as the highest. According to Warmbrod (2014), he studied on the reporting and 

interpreting the score collected from Likert scales. The utilization of Likert Scale 

score had various means to interpret the Likert Scale information collected.  

 From the data collected by survey, the score of 5 which was highest score for 

each independent variable represent the highest level of agreement to each statement 

while the score of 1 which was lowest score for each independent variable represent 

the lowest level of agreement or disagreement to each statement. 

 Sookvibool (2009) had published the “Matter to consider for Rating Scale tool 

development for research”. The published article had focused the Rating Scale as the 

tool to study and research on Social Science. He stated that there were various 
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methodologies to interpret the result collected from the Rating Scale survey. The 

average or total mean scores was used in this independent study. To interpret the level 

of each rating. All levels were weighted equally. Therefore, each interval was equal to 

4/5 = 0.8. The following table showed the level of each rating. 

 

Table 4.11: Interval scales 

 
Rating Description for independent variable 

4.21 – 5.00 Highest level of agreement 

3.41 – 4.20 High level of agreement 

2.61 – 3.40 Moderate level of agreement 

1.81 – 2.60 Low level of agreement 

1.00 – 1.80 Lowest level of agreement 

 

 This approach of Likert’s scale interpretation was used to interpret the 

dependent variable in this independent study. The following table showed information 

for independent and dependent variables collected from the survey. 
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Table 4.12: Variable Descriptive statistics and Reliability Test - BA 

 
Variable Questions Mean Rating Variance S.D. 

Brand 

Awareness 

(BA) 

I am interested in “B” Watch. 3.50 High 1.37 1.17 

Compared to other people I 

know more about “B” Watch. 

3.17 Moderate 1.35 1.16 

When I think of fashion items, 

“B” Watch is one of the 

brands that come to mind. 

3.39 Moderate 1.37 1.17 

I know what “B” Watch looks 

like. 

3.72 High 1.17 1.08 

Total 3.45 High 0.054 0.23 

 

From the Table 4.12, the data collected in the survey for this variable mainly 

focused on the Brand Awareness (BA). The descriptive statistics analysis showed that 

the BA, in total, mean was equal to 3.45 in Likert’s rating scale which was interpreted 

as High Level of agreement with the statements, Variance was 0.054 and Standard 

Deviation was 0.23.  

From the statistical analysis, it was found that People knew what “B” watch 

and they were interested in “B” watch. However, from the mean of level of agreement 

to the statement, the sample was not sure much about the knowledge about “B” Watch 

comparing to other people. 
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Moreover, from analysis in Standard Deviation and Variance from this 

sample, the statement with highest variate was “When I think of fashion items, “B” 

Watch was one of the brands that come to mind.” (SD = 1.17). 

 
Table 4.13:  Variable Descriptive statistics and Reliability Test – BI 

 
Variable Questions Mean Rating Variance S.D. 

Brand 

Image 

(BI) 

I like the “B” Watch. 3.52 High 1.16 1.08 

I like the “B” Watch 

compared to other companies 

in the same sector. 

3.50 High 1.16 1.08 

I think other consumers like 

“B” Watch as well. 

3.59 High 0.96 0.98 

“B”’s logo enhances “B” 

watch product’s images. 

3.75 High 1.02 1.01 

Total 3.59 High 0.013 0.114 

 

From the Table 4.13, the data collected in the survey for this variable mainly 

focused on the Brand Image (BI). The descriptive statistics analysis showed that the 

BI, in total, mean was equal to 3.59 in Likert’s rating scale which was interpreted as 

High Level of agreement with the statements, Variance was 0.013 and Standard 

Deviation was 0.114.  

From the statistical analysis, it was found that the Brand Image of “B” was 

strong because the highest from this ranking showed that the Logo enhanced the 

product’s image with mean equal to 3.75 and the sample also implied that other 
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consumers liked “B” Watch. However, the lowest ranking was they were not sure that 

comparing to other company they liked “B” Watch more. 

Moreover, from analysis in Standard Deviation and Variance from this 

sample, the statement with highest variate was “I like the “B” Watch.” And “I like the 

“B” Watch compared to other companies in the same sector.” (SD = 1.08). 

 

Table 4.14: Variable Descriptive statistics and Reliability Test – BAS 

 
Variable Questions Mean Rating Variance S.D. 

Brand 

Association

s (BAS) 

I can recognize “B” 

Watch among other 

competing brands. 

3.71 High 0.99 0.99 

Some characteristic of 

“B” Watch comes to my 

mind quickly. 

3.77 High 0.97 0.98 

I trust the company 

which makes “B” 

Watch. 

3.85 High 0.94 0.97 

I would feel proud to 

own “B” Watch. 

3.62 High 1.16 1.08 

Total 3.74 High 0.009 0.095 

 

From the Table 4.14, the data collected in the survey for this variable mainly 

focused on the Brand Associations (BAS). The descriptive statistics analysis showed 
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that the BAS, in total, mean was equal to 3.74 in Likert’s rating scale which was 

interpreted as High Level of agreement with the statements, Variance was 0.009 and 

Standard Deviation was 0.095.  

From the statistical analysis, it was found that the Brand Associations of “B” 

was trusted among the consumers. The result showed the highest ranking from the 

sample that they trusted the company that produced the “B” Watch. Moreover, the 

sample were able to recognize the “B” Watch from other Brand because its 

uniqueness of design that came into their mind quickly. The product made the 

customer proud to be its owner which was come from trusted brand. 

Moreover, from analysis in Standard Deviation and Variance from this 

sample, the statement with highest variate was “I would feel proud to own “B” 

Watch.” (SD = 1.08). 

 
Table 4.15: Variable Descriptive statistics and Reliability Test - BF 

 
Variable Questions Mean Rating Variance S.D. 

Brand 

Fondness 

(BF) 

I think other people 

like “B” Watch. 

3.66 High 0.87 0.93 

I would satisfy with 

owning one. 

3.61 High 1.06 1.03 

I would recommend 

“B” Watch to others. 

3.48 High 1.09 1.05 

 

(Continued)   
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Table 4.15 (Continued):  Variable Descriptive statistics and Reliability Test - BF 

 
Variable Questions Mean Rating Variance S.D. 

 “B” Watch might 

reflect my personal 

lifestyle. 

3.59 High 1.28 1.13 

Total 3.58 High 0.005 0.071 

 

From the Table 4.15, the data collected in the survey for this variable mainly 

focused on the Brand Fondness (BF). The descriptive statistics analysis showed that 

the BF, in total, mean was equal to 3.58 in Likert’s rating scale which was interpreted 

as High Level of agreement with the statements, Variance was 0.005 and Standard 

Deviation was 0.071.  

From the statistical analysis, the result showed the highest ranking from the 

sample that the sample thought that other people liked “B” Watch. The sample tended 

to be satisfied from owning one of the “B” Watch and also thought that it suited with 

their personal lifestyle. The sample had the high potential to recommend other people 

to purchase “B” Watch as their smart watch as well. 

Moreover, from analysis in Standard Deviation and Variance from this 

sample, the statement with highest variate was “B” Watch might reflect my personal 

lifestyle.” (SD = 1.13). 
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Table 4.16:  Variable Descriptive statistics and Reliability Test - IC 

 
Variable Questions Mean Rating Variance S.D. 

Interface 

Convenienc

e (IC) 

If I use the “B” Watch, I think I 

can easily recognize where the 

needed information is located. 

3.58 High 1.01 1.00 

If I use the “B” Watch, I think I 

can easily recognize where I 

navigate. 

3.51 High 0.93 0.97 

I think that the screen design of 

the “B” Watch is harmonious. 

3.66 High 0.85 0.92 

It looks easy to use the “B” 

Watch. 

3.63 High 0.88 0.94 

Total 3.60 High 0.004 0.063 

 

From the Table 4.16, the data collected in the survey for this variable mainly 

focused on the Interface Convenience (IC). The descriptive statistics analysis showed 

that the IC, in total, mean was equal to 3.60 in Likert’s rating scale which was 

interpreted as High Level of agreement with the statements, Variance was 0.004 and 

Standard Deviation was 0.063.  

From the statistical analysis, the result showed the highest ranking from the 

sample that the sample thought that the screen design of the “B” Watch was 

harmonious. The sample tended to see that the interface looked easy to use the “B” 
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Watch including it was easy for the user to navigate the menu and found information 

they needed or they knew where the information is located.  

Moreover, from analysis in Standard Deviation and Variance from this 

sample, the statement with highest variate was “If I use the “B” Watch, I think I can 

easily recognize where the needed information is located.” (SD = 1.00). 

 
Table 4.17: Variable Descriptive statistics and Reliability Test – PC 

 
Variable Questions Mean Rating Variance S.D. 

Perceived 

Content 

(PC) 

The features of the “B” 

Watch are useful. 

3.56 High 0.96 0.98 

The features of the “B” 

Watch are complete. 

3.41 High 0.87 0.93 

The features of the “B” 

Watch are clear. 

3.51 High 0.93 0.96 

The more applications on 

the “B” Watch, the better 

use I can make of it. 

3.54 High 0.98 0.99 

Total 3.51 High 0.005 0.071 

 

From the Table 4.17, the data collected in the survey for this variable mainly 

focused on the Perceived Content (PC). The descriptive statistics analysis showed that 

the PC, in total, mean was equal to 3.51 in Likert’s rating scale which was interpreted 

as High Level of agreement with the statements, Variance was 0.005 and Standard 

Deviation was 0.071.  
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From the statistical analysis, the result showed the highest ranking from the 

sample that the sample thought that the features of the “B” Watch were useful. The 

sample saw that the more application available in App Store make them better use of 

the “B” Watch and also the features of “B” Watch were clear and covered everything 

they needed from Smart Watch. Moreover, from analysis in Standard Deviation and 

Variance from this sample, the statement with highest variate was “The more 

applications on the “B” Watch, the better use I can make of it.” (SD = 1.00). 

 

Table 4.18: Variable Descriptive statistics and Reliability Test - DA 

 
Variable Questions Mean Rating Variance S.D. 

Design 

Aesthetics 

(DA) 

I would satisfy with the 

simple design of the “B” 

Watch. 

3.68 High 0.95 0.98 

I would satisfy with the color 

and materials of the “B” 

Watch. 

3.72 High 0.88 0.94 

There was no inconvenience 

for using the “B” Watch due 

to its display size. 

3.62 High 0.97 0.99 

The touch display of the “B” 

Watch is convenient to use. 

3.70 High 1.03 1.02 

Total 3.68 High 0.002 0.045 
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From the Table 4.18, the data collected in the survey for this variable mainly 

focused on the Design Aesthetics (DA). The descriptive statistics analysis showed that 

the DA, in total, mean was equal to 3.68 in Likert’s rating scale which was interpreted 

as High Level of agreement with the statements, Variance was 0.002 and Standard 

Deviation was 0.045.  

From the statistical analysis, the result showed the highest ranking from the 

sample that the sample thought that they would satisfy with the color and materials of 

the “B” Watch. The sample saw that the touch display was convenient for them to use 

in the daily life and the design is simple. Moreover, from analysis in Standard 

Deviation and Variance from this sample, the statement with highest variate was “The 

touch display of the “B” Watch is convenient to use.” (SD = 1.02). 

 
Table 4.19: Variable Descriptive statistics and Reliability Test – CRE 

 
Variable Questions Mean Rating Variance S.D. 

Credibility 

(CRE) 

I feel that “B” Watch 

advertising is 

convincing. 

3.56 High 1.07 1.04 

I feel that “B” Watch 

advertising is believable. 

3.61 High 0.92 0.96 

I feel that “B” Watch 

advertising is credible. 

3.65 High 0.98 0.99 

 
(Continued)  
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Table 4.19 (Continued):  Variable Descriptive statistics and Reliability Test – CRE 

 
Variable Questions Mean Rating Variance S.D. 

 

I believe that “B” Watch 

advertising is a good 

reference for purchasing 

product. 

3.60 High 1.01 1.01 

Total 3.60 High 0.001 0.032 

 

From the Table 4.19, the data collected in the survey for this variable mainly 

focused on the Credibility (CRE). The descriptive statistics analysis showed that the 

CRE, in total, mean was equal to 3.60 in Likert’s rating scale which was interpreted as 

High Level of agreement with the statements, Variance was 0.001 and Standard 

Deviation was 0.032.  

From the statistical analysis, the result showed the highest ranking from the 

sample that the sample thought that “B” Watch advertising was credible in their 

opinion. The advertisement launched by “B” was also a good reference to make the 

decision to purchase the “B” Watch and such advertisement can be trusted. 

Moreover, from analysis in Standard Deviation and Variance from this 

sample, the statement with highest variate was “I feel that “B” Watch advertising was 

convincing.” (SD = 1.04). 

 The section above had explored the independent variables for the factor 

impacting brand purchase intention smart watch. The next section explored the data 
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collected for dependent variable for this relationship which was Brand purchase 

intention smartwatch or BPI. 

 

Table 4.20: Variable Descriptive statistics and Reliability Test – IP 

 
Variable Questions Mean Rating Variance S.D. 

Brand 

purchase 

intention of 

smartwatche

s (BPI) 

I intend to purchase the 

“B” Watch in the future. 

3.42 High 1.41 1.19 

I predict that I would pay 

for the “B” Watch in the 

future. 

3.39 Moderate 1.45 1.21 

I am very likely to buy the 

“B” Watch. 

3.35 Moderate 1.53 1.24 

I have chosen among 

brands; “B” Watch is 

definitely my choice. 

3.43 High 1.62 1.27 

Total 3.40 Moderate 0.001 0.032 

 

From the Table 4.20, the data collected in the survey for this variable mainly 

focused on the Brand purchase intention of smartwatches (BPI). The descriptive 

statistics analysis showed that the IP, in total, mean was equal to 3.40 in Likert’s 

rating scale which was interpreted as Moderate Level of agreement with the 

statements, Variance was 0.001 and Standard Deviation was 0.032.  
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From the statistical analysis, the result showed the highest ranking from the 

sample they had chosen among brands; “B” Watch was definitely their choice and 

tended to purchase the “B” Watch in the future. 

Moreover, from analysis in Standard Deviation and Variance from this 

sample, the statement with highest variate was “I have chosen among brands; “B” 

Watch is definitely my choice.” (SD = 1.27). 

 

4.3 Results of Hypothesis Testing 

The key research question was to seek for the factor positively impacting 

purchase intention of “B” brand smartwatch of customers in Bangkok. This 

independent study explored the information collected and seek for the linear 

relationship. From this section, the survey collected for the level of agreement for 

each statement for variables was used for analysis as the total mean or average rating. 

The variable used was denoted as below table. 

 
Table 4.21: Variable denoted 

 
Variable Description 

SUMBA Total mean of rating collected form the questionnaire as 

the repetitive of Brand Awareness (BA) 

SUMBI Total mean of rating collected form the questionnaire as 

the repetitive of Brand Image (BI) 

SUMBAS Total mean of rating collected form the questionnaire as 

the repetitive of Brand Associations (BAS) 

(Continued)  
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Table 4.21 (Continued): Variable denoted 

Variable Description 

SUMBF Total mean of rating collected form the questionnaire as 

the repetitive of Brand Fondness (BF) 

SUMIC Total mean of rating collected form the questionnaire as 

the repetitive of Interface Convenience (IC) 

SUMPC Total mean of rating collected form the questionnaire as 

the repetitive of Perceived Content (PC) 

SUMDA Total mean of rating collected form the questionnaire as 

the repetitive of Design Aesthetics (DA) 

SUMCRE Total mean of rating collected form the questionnaire as 

the repetitive of Credibility (CRE) 

SUMBPI Total mean of rating collected form the questionnaire as 

the repetitive of Brand purchase intention of smartwatches 

(BPI) 
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Table 4.22: Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient analysis of correlation between depend variable (brand purchase intention) and the 

independent variables (brand awareness, brand image, brand associate, brand fondness, interface convenience, perceived 

content, design aesthetics and credibility)  

Variable Mean SD 
Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

 
SUMBA SUMBI SUMBAS SUMBF SUMIC SUMPC SUMDA SUMCRE SUMBPI 

SUMBA 3.45 0.230 0.880  1 .836** .763** .739** .689** .676** .629** .671** .750** 

SUMBI 3.59 0.114 0.882   1 .827** .854** .736** .737** .714** .759** .751** 

SUMBAS 3.74 0.095 0.893    1 .794** .761** .726** .704** .714** .681** 

SUMBF 3.58 0.071 0.892     1 .760** .767** .705** .784** .763** 

SUMIC 3.60 0.063 0.910      1 .754** .699** .687** .651** 

SUMPC 3.51 0.071 0.925       1 .730** .706** .697** 

SUMDA 3.68 0.045 0.916        1 .741** .613** 

SUMCRE 3.60 0.032 0.937         1 .716** 

SUMBPI 3.40 0.032 0.958          1 

**. Correlation was significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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From table 4.22, the table showed the summary of correlations of factors from 

al key studies. The statistical analysis showed that SUMBA, SUMBI, SUMBAS, 

SUMBF, SUMIC, SUMPC, SUMDA, and SUMCRE had the positive correlations on 

SUMBPI with Statistically Significant level at 0.01. 

For the SUMBA as hypothesis 1, Brand Awareness (BA) had the positive 

relationship toward Intentional to Purchase (BPI). The Pearson Correlation 

Coefficient was significant at .01 level (Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients = .750) 

For the SUMBI as hypothesis 2, Brand Image (BI) had the positive 

relationship toward Intentional to Purchase (BPI). The Pearson Correlation 

Coefficient was significant at .01 level (Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients = .751) 

For the SUMBAS as hypothesis 3, Brand Associate (BAS) had the positive 

relationship toward Intentional to Purchase (BPI). The Pearson Correlation 

Coefficient was significant at .01 level (Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients = .681) 

For the SUMBF as hypothesis 4, Brand Fondness (BF) had the positive 

relationship toward Intentional to Purchase (BPI). The Pearson Correlation 

Coefficient was significant at .01 level (Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients = .763) 

For the SUMIC as hypothesis 5, Interface Convenience (IC) had the positive 

relationship toward Intentional to Purchase (BPI). The Pearson Correlation 

Coefficient was significant at .01 level (Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients = .651) 

For the SUMPC as hypothesis 6, Perceived Content (PC) had the positive 

relationship toward Intentional to Purchase (BPI). The Pearson Correlation 

Coefficient was significant at .01 level (Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients = .697) 
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For the SUMDA as hypothesis 7, Design Aesthetic (DA) had the positive 

relationship toward Intentional to Purchase (BPI). The Pearson Correlation 

Coefficient was significant at .01 level (Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients = .613) 

For the SUMCRE as hypothesis 8, Credibility (CRE) had the positive 

relationship toward Intentional to Purchase (BPI). The Pearson Correlation 

Coefficient was significant at .01 level (Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients = .716) 

 
4.4 Summary of Hypothesis Testing 

Table 4.23: Analysis of variance using ANOVA of independent variables 

positively affect positively impacting brand purchase intention of “B” 

smartwatch of customers in Bangkok 

 

Model 

Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 255.710 8 31.964 73.539 .000 

Residual 117.355 270 .435   

Total 373.065 278    

 

The table 4.23 showed the ANOVA table for the model estimation. The result 

showed that F statistic from calculation was 73.539. The critical F Statistic was 

1.9384. The calculated F Statistic was higher that critical value. Therefore, it was 

concluded that the coefficients of all variables were significant due to Sig. of the 

equation equaled .000 at .05 significant level. 
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Table 4.24: Multiple Regression Analysis of independent variables positively 

affected brand purchase intention of Smartwatch in Bangkok 

 
Dependent Variable: Brand purchase intention, R= 0.828, R2= 0.685, Constant= 

0.501 

Independent variables 
Std. Beta 

(β) 

Std. 

Error 
T Sig VIF 

(Constant) - .191 -2.698 .007 - 

SUMBA .348** .074 5.389 .000 3.578 

SUMBI .046 .111 .537 .592 6.341 

SUMBAS -.058 .091 -.835 .404 4.109 

SUMBF .269** .098 3.488 .001 5.099 

SUMIC -.017 .084 -.272 .786 3.275 

SUMPC .167** .082 2.682 .008 3.318 

SUMDA -.057 .078 -.965 .335 2.961 

SUMCRE .214** .078 3.450 .001 3.307 

Note: ** refers to “Statistically significant level at .01.” 

 

 According to Pearson’s correlation result showed that all variables which were 

SUMBA, SUMBI, SUMBAS, SUMBF, SUMIC, SUMPC, SUMDA, and SUMCRE 

had the significant positive correlation to SUMBPI. From table 4.24, the data 

collected was calculated to seek for Regression Result. The multiple regression result 

showed that all variables with statistically significant positive impact on the SUMBPI 

were SUMBA or total mean of rating collected form the questionnaire as the 
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repetitive of Brand Awareness (β = .348), SUMBF or total mean of rating collected 

form the questionnaire as the repetitive of Brand Fondness (β = .269), SUMCRE or 

total mean of rating collected form the questionnaire as the repetitive of Credibility (β 

= .214), and SUMPC or total mean of rating collected form the questionnaire as the 

repetitive of Perceived Content (β = .167). 

 

Table 4.25:  VIF Result  

 

 

Collinearity Statistics 

Tolerance VIF 

SUMBA .280 3.578 

SUMBI .158 6.341 

SUMBAS .243 4.109 

SUMBF .196 5.099 

SUMIC .305 3.275 

SUMPC .301 3.318 

SUMDA .338 2.961 

SUMCRE .302 3.307 

 

From table 4.25, the table showed the summary of Variance Inflation Factor or 

VIF for SUMBA, SUMBI, SUMBAS, SUMBF, SUMIC, SUMPC, SUMDA, and 

SUMCRE as value 3.578, 6.341, 4.109, 5.099, 3.275, 3.318, 2.961, and 3.307. 

According to Kutner, Nachtsheim, and Neter (2004) and O’Brien (2007) stated that 

the model without Multicollinearity issue must not contain the variable with VIF more 
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than 10. From the result, it was found that there was no independent variable in the 

model obtained VIF more than 10. Therefore, this model didn’t contain 

Multicollinearity issue 

 
Table 4.26:  Model Summary 

 

Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of 

the Estimate 

Durbin-

Watson 

1 .828 .685 .676 .65928 1.965 

 

From table 4.26, the table showed Model summary for the model estimation in 

multiple regression. According to the estimation, this model contained 0.685 of R 

Square which mean, putting all variable together, the independent variable explained 

the relationship around 68.5%. The Durbin-Watson Statistic was the statistics value to 

measure and seek whether the model contained Autocorrelation issue. From the 

calculation, this model contained 1.965 of DW stat. From the critical value, the upper 

DW stat was 1.757 and lower DW stat was 1.592. The calculated DW stat was fell 

under the area between upper DW stat (1.757) and 4 - upper DW (2.243). This was 

concluded that there was no evidence of autocorrelation within this model. 

From the analysis of data collected from the survey, by checking 

Multicollinearity, Autocorrelation and overall F test, the model was accurate in 

estimation the relationship under Hypothesis 9. The model with significant variables 

was derived as below. 
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Y (Brand purchase intention) = 0.348(Brand Awareness) + 0.269(Brand Fondness) + 

0.214(Credibility) + 0.167(Perceived Content)  

According to the estimation equation, the changing in Brand Awareness, 

Brand Fondness, Credibility and Perceived Content affected the Brand purchase 

intention.  

If Brand Awareness value increased by 1 point while other variable holding 

constant, the Brand purchase intention would be increased by 0.348 points. 

If Brand Fondness value increased by 1 point while other variable holding 

constant, the Brand purchase intention would be increased by 0.269 points. 

If Credibility value increased by 1 point while other variable holding constant, 

the Brand purchase intention would be increased by 0.214 points. 

If Perceived Content value increased by 1 point while other variable holding 

constant, the Brand purchase intention would be increased by 0.167 points. 

Hypothesis 9, using Multiple Regression Analysis as result shown in Table 

4.24, was tested. The result showed that Brand Awareness, Brand Fondness, 

Credibility and Perceived Content positively impacted on Brand purchase intention at 

significant level of .01 while Brand Image, Brand Associations, Interface 

Convenience, and Design Aesthetics (DA) did not have statistic impact on Brand 

purchase intention at significant level of .01. 

The multicollinearity issue caused the estimation inaccuracy from its true 

value. According to Table 4.25, it was tested using VIF. Kutner, Nachtsheim, and 

Neter (2004) and O’Brien (2007) stated that the model without Multicollinearity issue 

must not contain the variable with VIF more than 10. The result showed that this 

model didn’t contain Multicollinearity. 
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The Autocorrelation issue was another problem that deviated the estimation 

from its true value. It was tested using DW stat as in Table 4.26. The result showed no 

evidence of autocorrelation within this model. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Conceptual map based on multiple regression analysis 

 

** refers to statistical significant level at .01. 

  denoted Significant Impact to Dependent Variable 

  denoted No Significant Impact to Dependent Variable 
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 In conclusion, Brand Awareness, Brand Fondness, Perceived Content, and 

Credibility had the positive impact on the brand purchase intention of “B” 

Smartwatch. While, Brand Image, Brand Associate, Interface Convenient and Design 

Aesthetics didn’t have positive impact on the brand purchase intention of “B” 

Smartwatch.  
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CHAPTER 5  

DISCUSSION 

The data collection from this independent study was analyzed in Chapter 4. 

The Factor analysis for the demographic section was included Gender, Age Rang, 

Marital Status, Highest Level of education, Monthly income, and Professional status. 

The possible factors from literature reviewed were collected to estimate the level of 

agreement for the statement which can form into 1) Brand Awareness (BA), 2) Brand 

Image (BI), 3) Brand Associations (BAS), 4) Brand Fondness (BF), 5) Interface 

Convenience (IC), 6) Perceived Content (PC), 7) Design Aesthetics (DA), and 8) 

Credibility (CRE) and 9) Brand purchase intention of smartwatches (BPI). 

 

5.1 Research Findings and Conclusion 

According to 279 samples collected from the questionnaires through offline 

channel at the iStudio in Gateway Ekkamai and Siam Paragon for the customer who 

bought Apple Watch and online community channel, the data was analyzed and 

identified factor positively impacting on the decision making to purchase “B” Watch. 

Demographically, the sample were more female respondents (61%) were in sample 

than male respondents (39%). The main sample was 21-30 years old (54%). Monthly 

income of the samples was mainly 20,001–40,000 Baht per month (36%). Sample’s 

education was mostly bachelor’s degree (64%) and worked as private company 

employee (53%). 

The relationship from all aspects in literature reviewed, there were 4 factors 

were accepted at level 95% confidential level and impact the brand purchase intention 

of smartwatch which were Brand Awareness (β = 0.348), Brand Fondness (β = 0.269), 
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Credibility (β = 0.214), and Perceived Content (β = 0.167). Holding other things 

constant, increasing in Brand Awareness, Brand Fondness, Credibility, and Perceived 

Content 1 point of level of agreement to the statement, the brand purchase intention 

smart watch will increase 0.348, 0.269, 0.214 and 0.167 respectively. The result for 

Multicollinearity in this model was not occurred among the variables. While, the other 

of hypotheses (Brand Image, Brand Associate, Interface Convenient, and Design 

Aesthetics) were rejected as the factor contained did not contribute positive impact at 

0.01 significant level. 

 

5.2 Discussion 

From the independent study’s objective, it aimed to seek for the factors 

positively impacting brand purchase intention of smartwatch from the customer in 

Bangkok. From the calculation according to G* Power, this independent study was 

required to collect at least 241 sample in order to gain accuracy from the statistical 

result. The total number collected for statistical analysis in this independent study was 

279 samples which was over the minimum number of the sample size. The result 

showed worth to focus matter as following which benefited and covered the 

independent study’s objective.  

Brand Awareness (BA), as hypothesis 1, positively impacted Brand purchase 

intention of smartwatch in Bangkok Area. The hypothesis was supported statistically 

by Pearson’s Correlations analysis. The correlations analysis showed that the 

relationship between Brand Awareness (BA) and Brand purchase intention (BPI) was 

positive with correlations of .750. The correlation was significant at the .01 level. The 

multiple regression resulted in case of Bangkok Sample confirmed the hypothesis 
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with statistically significant coefficient of 0.348 as β. According to Yasin et al. 

(2007), this independent study confirmed the result that higher level of brand 

awareness drove the brand purchase intention and decision making of the customers. 

These aspect, brand equity and brand perception, it made the customers saw the 

product and brand differently from others in the market and able to be more 

competitive comparing to other companies in the market. 

Brand Image (BI), as hypothesis 2, positively impacted Brand purchase 

intention of smartwatch in Bangkok Area. The hypothesis was supported statistically 

by Pearson’s Correlations analysis. The correlations analysis showed that the 

relationship between Brand Image (BI) and Brand purchase intention (BPI) was 

positive with correlations of .751. The correlation was significant at the .01 level. 

However, the multiple regression result in case of Bangkok Sample showed that T-

Stat was at 0.537 which was not able to reject null hypothesis and the coefficient was 

not statistically significant to the brand purchase intention supported by the study of 

smartphone in Malaysia. (Haba, Hassan & Dastane, 2017) 

Brand Associations (BAS), as hypothesis 3, positively impacted Brand 

purchase intention of smartwatch in Bangkok Area. The hypothesis was supported 

statistically by Pearson’s Correlations analysis. The correlations analysis showed that 

the relationship between Brand Associations (BAS) and Brand purchase intention 

(BPI) was positive with correlations of .681. The correlation was significant at the .01 

level. However, the result from this independent study did not confirm the 

relationship between Brand Associate (BAS) and Indentation to Purchase (BPI). 

(Foroudi et al., 2018) 
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Brand Fondness (BF), as hypothesis 4, positively impacted Brand purchase 

intention of smartwatch in Bangkok Area. The hypothesis was supported statistically 

by Pearson’s Correlations analysis. The correlations analysis showed that the 

relationship between Brand Fondness (BF) and Brand purchase intention (BPI) was 

positive with correlations of .763. The correlation was significant at the .01 level. The 

multiple regression result in case of Bangkok Sample confirmed the hypothesis with 

statistically significant coefficient of 0.269 as β. This result was in line with the 

Foroudi et al. (2018) study. In this case of customer in Bangkok, Factor from brand 

fondness had higher positive impact to the brand purchase intention of smartwatch 

that Brand Awareness. It was slightly different from their study that the brand 

awareness was the highest impact factor. In term of brand fondness, it was the feeling 

from the customers that came with the act of liking. The company must provide this 

feeling to the consumers to attract them and increase the brand purchase intention. 

(Yasin et al., 2007) 

Interface Convenience (IC), as hypothesis 5, positively impacted Brand 

purchase intention of smartwatch in Bangkok Area. The hypothesis was supported 

statistically by Pearson’s Correlations analysis. The correlations analysis showed that 

the relationship between Interface Convenience (IC) and Brand purchase intention 

(BPI) was positive with correlations of .651. The correlation was significant at the .01 

level. The multiple regression result in case of Bangkok Sample did not confirm the 

significant positive impact on the brand purchase intention according to Hsiao and 

Chen (2018) study. 

Perceived Content (PC), as hypothesis 6, positively impacts Brand purchase 

intention of smartwatch in Bangkok Area. The hypothesis was supported statistically 
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by Pearson’s Correlations analysis. The correlations analysis showed that the 

relationship between Perceived Content (PC) and Brand purchase intention (BPI) was 

positive with correlations of .697. The correlation was significant at the .01 level. The 

multiple regression result in case of Bangkok Sample confirmed the hypothesis with 

statistically significant coefficient of 0.167 as β. This was confirmed by the study of 

Hsiao and Chen (2018). The Perceived Content was feature in the Smart Watch that 

offered to the customers and customers perceived it. Upgrade the OS was one way to 

demonstrate and raised the level of perceived content. “B” had done well to update 

annually for its OS.  

Design Aesthetics (DA), as hypothesis 7, positively impacted Brand purchase 

intention of smartwatch in Bangkok Area. The hypothesis was supported statistically 

by Pearson’s Correlations analysis. The correlations analysis showed that the 

relationship between Design Aesthetics (DA) and Brand purchase intention (BPI) was 

positive with correlations of .613. The correlation was significant at the .01 level. The 

multiple regression result in case of Bangkok Sample did not show the significant 

positive impact on the brand purchase intention according to Hsiao and Chen (2018). 

Credibility (CRE), as hypothesis 8, positively impacted Brand purchase 

intention of smartwatch in Bangkok Area. The hypothesis was supported statistically 

by Pearson’s Correlations analysis. The correlations analysis showed that the 

relationship between Credibility (CRE) and Brand purchase intention (BPI) was 

positive with correlations of .716. The correlation was significant at the .01 level. The 

multiple regression result in case of Bangkok Sample confirmed the hypothesis with 

statistically significant coefficient of 0.214 as β. It was expected that credibility will 

positively impact to the brand purchase intention of smartwatch. The advertisement 
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was the key factor that can influence customer’s intention. The Credibility was one of 

the keys and contributed highest impact to the intention. From the data collected, it 

showed that this factor had the statistically significant positive impact to the brand 

purchase intention of smartwatch. Credibility was how the customer perceived the 

information on the advertisement in term of truthful and believable aspect. (Martins et 

al., 2018). 

 Hypothesis 9, putting all variables together, the study showed that brand 

awareness, brand fondness, perceived content and credibility were accepted at 95% 

confidential level. Supported by the result of study of Cornwell, Pappu & Spry (2011) 

and Foroudi et al. (2018), brand awareness and brand fondness were factor that have 

the possitive impact on brand purchase intention. They stated that the brand 

awareness was the key element that significantly impacted to the consumer’s mind 

and brand fondness was the features of the brand that made consumers interact with 

the brand. These variables were impact ultimately to the brand purchase intention of 

smartwatch. According to the magnitude of positive impact on the brand purchase 

intention of smartwatch based on the value of coefficient result from multiple 

regressions, brand awareness was the highest value of coefficients contributing the 

positive influence followed by Brand Fondness. Credibility had positive impact to 

brand purchase intention like Martins, Costa, Oliveira, Gonçalves & Branco (2018). 

Following by Perceived Content, the features of smartwatch had effect on the 

consumers view like Hsiao & Chen (2018). From the overall analysis, Interface 

Convenience and Design Aesthetics were non-significant comparing to other 

variables as study by Li & Wu, 2019. The value of coefficient was used as the criteria 
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for prioritization for the company to create the strategy and increase the intention to 

purchase smartwatch.  

 

5.3 Recommendation for Managerial Implication 

 From the independent study, the result showed the significant factor in statistic 

view of the factor contributed to the brand purchase intention of smartwatch for 

customer in Bangkok Area of Thailand. Further to the discussion in prior section, the 

result showed that the strongest influence on the brand purchase intention of 

smartwatch was Brand Awareness from overall data analysis following by following 

by Brand Fondness, Credibility and Perceived Content. 

5.3.1. The analysis obtained from the sample in Bangkok was in line with 

Foroudi et al. (2018) that the brand awareness was the center of the factor influencing 

the brand purchase intention of smartwatch. According to Yasin et al. (2007), to 

increase the level of brand awareness, the company was able to influence to increase 

the recall level. Increasing in Brand Awareness also increased the opportunity for 

purchasing by the customer and potential customers in the future. To enhance brand 

awareness, the company should consider perception of quality and how different of 

the brand from other brands in the market. According to Karam and Saydam (2015), 

the variables that influenced the Brand Awareness were included Brand Image and 

Media. Brand Image was the combination of the impact from brand tangible and 

intangible affiliation. Most of the brand image was attached with emotional 

perception of specific brand. Media that helped enhancing the brand awareness must 

be two-way communication. The company was enabled to acknowledge about the 

market condition and planed better strategy to attract the market to its product and 
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services. Therefore, for “B” Watch, “B” must enhance the Brand Image to be the most 

positive as much as it could and must utilize the media available and gain knowledge 

about the market to form the strategy tackled to the situation. 

5.3.2. Brand Fondness was the second in the priority for the company to 

focus to increase brand purchase intention of smartwatch by consumers in Bangkok 

Area of Thailand. This was in line with Foroudi et al. (2018) study. Brand Fondness 

was essential to the customer inter of perception and purchase intention and it was the 

consumer’s emotion associated to the brand. This was second priority for “B” to 

consider and create the brand fondness and made the consumers like the brand. 

5.3.3. Credibility had the third size of magnitude of impact on the brand 

purchase intention of smartwatch. This was confirmed by the study of Martins et al. 

(2018). Credibility was consisted of trustworthiness and competence as the key 

component according to Ishaverma (2014). Advertising credibility was the driven 

from the average believability of the advertising content perceived by the consumer. 

The channel of the advertisement distributed was also influence the level of 

credibility. The traditional medial had the highest impact to the advertising credibility 

because consumer perceived the credibility from the advisement differently across 

board of media channel. 
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5.3.4. From the result of the study, perceived content was the only factor 

from product design aspect that influenced the brand purchase intention of 

smartwatch. This was support from the research of Kutner et al. (2004). The features 

of smartwatch effected significantly to the attitude of the consumer towards the 

product. “B” provided the consumers constantly updated the Operating System in 

order to offer better experience and new services to the consumers. In case of 

consumer in Bangkok, the sample showed that this was the lowest impact on the 

brand purchase intention of smartwatch. The update would offer the competitive 

advantage to “B” for any updates. 

From the study, in case of Bangkok, this independent study offered “B” the 

information and recommendation about the factor positively impacting brand 

purchase intention of smartwatch. The highest impact factor to brand purchase 

intention of smartwatch was Brand Awareness which was the center of Brand Equity 

aspect. “B” must be considered to increase the positive brand awareness from Brand 

Image and Media used to communicate to the consumers. The second highest impact 

factor to brand purchase intention of smartwatch was Brand Fondness. “B” must 

consider creating positive emotion and liking from the consumer on its brand and 

product. The third highest factor positively impacting to the brand purchase intention 

of smartwatch was Credibility of advertisement. The factor that contributed the 

credibility was channel of communication to the customer because different of the 

customer perceived differently from the media channel received. Moreover, “B” must 

communicate in two-way basis to not only give the information through the 

advertisement but also received the knowledge about the market condition in order to 

adapt the company direction as well. The last factor with lowest size of impact to the 
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brand purchase intention of smartwatch in case of Bangkok was perceived content. 

This showed that the content offered from the product was one of the key factors but 

it was lowest significant in priority to implement the strategy to enhance the brand 

purchase intention the smartwatch. 

 

5.4 Recommendation for Further Research 

This independent study explored the sample from Bangkok Area about the 

factor impacting positively on the brand purchase intention of smartwatch. The 

finding showed the significant factor including Brand Awareness, Brand Fondness, 

Credibility and Perceived Content focused on “B” Watch product. In the future 

research, the researcher should consider to study for larger size of sample used for 

analysis in order to gain increase more comprehensive understanding of positive 

factors on brand purchase intention. Moreover, this research covered only non-

monetary variables. Hence, the other factor should be included in the study was the 

monetary factor to see whether the value of money sacrificed in customers view 

affected on brand purchase intention to purchase “B” Watch product. The monetary 

factor might significantly impact on the brand purchase intention to purchase “B” 

Watch product. Therefore, including these variables and larger sample size allowed 

the company improve “B” Watch more accuracy in the future. 
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APPENDIX A: 

Survey Questionnaire (English) 
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NO.......... 

Questionnaire 

on 

FACTOR POSITIVELY IMPACTING PURCHASE INTENTION OF “B” BRAND 

SMARTWATCH OF CUSTOMERS IN BANGKOK. 

 

Instruction: Objective of this survey is to collected data for use in Master of Business 

Administration Research, Bangkok University. The result of this research will be 

benefit to Apple brand. In this regard, cooperation from the respondents are needed. I, 

Sakbordin Rodkamphon, master's degree of business administration student from 

Bangkok University thankfully for your cooperation. 

 

Instruction: Please answer the following question and put üin ¨ that matches you most. 

1. Gender 

 ¨ 1) Male      ¨ 2) Female 

 

2. Age 

 ¨ 1) Less than or equal to 20 years old ¨ 2) 21 - 30 years old 

 ¨ 3) 31 - 40 years old   ¨ 4) 41 - 50 years old  

 ¨ 5) 51 - 60 years old   ¨ 6) more than 60 years old 
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3. Status  

 ¨ 1) Single  ¨ 2) Married ¨ 3) Divorced/ Widowed/ Separated 

 

4. Level of education 

 ¨ 1) Under bachelor’s Degree  ¨ 2) Bachelor’s degree 

 ¨ 3) Master’s Degree   ¨ 4) Doctorate Degree  

 ¨ 5) Others, Please Specify ………………………………………. 

 

5. Monthly income 

 ¨ 1) Less than and equal to 20,000 baht ¨ 2) 20,001 – 40,000 baht 

 ¨ 3) 40,001 – 60,000 baht   ¨ 4) 60,001 - 80,000 baht 

 ¨ 5) 80,001 – 100,000 baht   ¨ 6) 120,001 - 140,000 baht 

 ¨ 7) 140,001 – 160,000 baht  ¨ 8) More than 160,001 baht 

 

6. Professional Status 

 ¨ 1) State enterprise employee  ¨ 2) Private employee 

 ¨ 3) Self-Employed    ¨ 4) Searching for job 

 ¨ 5) Housewives    ¨ 6) Retired 

 ¨ 7) Students      

 ¨ 8) Others, Please Specify …………………………………… 

 

7. How often do you purchase a new watch?  

 ¨ 1) One time per year    ¨ 2) twice times per year 

 ¨ 3) 3-4 times per year    ¨ 4) 5-6 times per year 

 ¨ 5) Others, Please Specify …………………………………… 
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8. What is your most favorite brand? (you can answer only one choice)  

  ¨ 1) Apple      ¨ 2) Samsung 

 ¨ 3) Garmin      ¨ 4) Fit bit 

  ¨ 5) Huawei      ¨ 6) Michael Kors 

  ¨ 7) Others, Please Specify …………………………………… 

 

9. How much do you purchase a new watch? 

 ¨ 1) Less than and equal to 10,000 baht ¨ 2) 10,001 – 25,000 baht 

 ¨ 3) 25,001 – 40,000 baht   ¨ 4) 40,001 - 55,000 baht 

 ¨ 5) Others, Please Specify …………………………………… 

 

10. Where are you purchase a new watch? 

  ¨ 1) Siam Square    ¨ 2) Central 

 ¨ 3) The mall     ¨ 4) Community mall 

 ¨ 5) Others, Please Specify …………………………………… 

 

Please mark every question with only one üin the box that most corresponds to 

your comments. 

 

Agreeable Level 

Highest 

(5) 

High 

(4) 

Moderate 

(3) 

Low 

(2) 

Lowest 

(1) 

Brand Awareness (BA) 

1 I am interested in “B” Watch.      
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2 Compared to other people I know 

more about “B” Watch. 

     

3 When I think of fashion items, “B” 

Watch is one of the brands that come to 

mind. 

     

4 I know what “B” Watch looks like.      

Brand Image (BI) 

1 I like the “B” Watch.      

2 I like the “B” Watch compared to 

other companies in the same sector. 

     

3 I think other consumers like “B” 

Watch as well. 

     

4 
“B”’s logo enhances “B” watch 

product’s images.  

     

Brand Associations (BAS) 

1 I can recognize “B” Watch among 

other competing brands. 

     

2 Some characteristic of “B” Watch 

comes to my mind quickly. 

     

3 I trust the company which makes “B” 

Watch. 

     

4 I would feel proud to own “B” Watch.      

Brand Fondness (BF) 
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1 I think other people like “B” Watch.      

2 I would satisfy with owning one.      

3 I would recommend “B” Watch to 

others. 

     

4 “B” Watch might reflect my personal 

lifestyle. 

     

Interface Convenience (IC) 

1 If I use the “B” Watch, I think I can 

easily recognize where the needed 

information is located. 

     

2 If I use the “B” Watch, I think I can 

easily recognize where I navigate. 

     

3 I think that the screen design of the 

“B” Watch is harmonious. 

     

4 It looks easy to use the “B” Watch.      

Perceived Content (PC) 

1 The features of the “B” Watch are 

useful. 

     

2 The features of the “B” Watch are 

complete. 

     

3 The features of the “B” Watch are 

clear. 

     

4 The more applications on the “B” 

Watch, the better use I can make of it. 
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Design Aesthetics (DA) 

1 I would satisfy with the simple design 

of the “B” Watch. 

     

2 I would satisfy with the color and 

materials of the “B” Watch. 

     

3 There was no inconvenience for using 

the “B” Watch due to its display size. 

     

4 The touch display of the “B” Watch is 

convenient to use. 

     

Credibility (CRE) 

1 I feel that “B” Watch advertising is 

convincing. 

     

2 I feel that “B” Watch advertising is 

believable. 

     

3 I feel that “B” Watch advertising is 

credible. 

     

4 I believe that “B” Watch advertising 

is a good reference for purchasing 

product. 

     

Brand purchase intention (BPI)  

1 I intend to purchase the “B” Watch in 

the future.  

   

 

   

2 I predict that I would pay for the “B” 

Watch in the future. 
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3 I am very likely to buy the “B” 

Watch. 

          

4 I have chosen among brands; “B” 

Watch is definitely my choice. 

     

 

Please recommend for other factors that might positively affect the purchase intention 

towards “B” smartwatch. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

Thank you for your cooperation 

Mrs. Sakbordin Rodkamphon 

E–Mail: sakbordin.rodk@bumail.net 
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APPENDIX B: 

Survey Questionnaire (Thai) 
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NO.......... 

แบบสอบถาม 

ป*จจัยท่ีมีอิทธิเชิงบวกต9อความต้ังใจในการซื้อ“บี”สมารBทวอทชBของผูFบริโภคในกรุงเทพมหานคร  

 

คำชี้แจง: แบบสอบถามน้ีมีวัตถุประสงค9เก็บรวบรวมข>อมูล เพื่อนำไปประกอบการศึกษาระดับ

ปริญญาโท บริหารธุรกจิมหาบัณฑิต มหาวิทยาลัยกรุงเทพ และสามารถนำผลการวิจัยไปใช>ประโยชน9

ได>อยWางมีประสทิธิภาพตWอบริษัทฯ ดังน้ันจึงใครWขอความรWวมมือจากทWานในการตอบแบบสอบถามให>

ตรงตามความเห็นของทWานมากทีสุ่ด โอกาสน้ีผู>ศึกษาวิจัยนาย ศักด์ิบดินทร9 รอดกำพล นักศึกษา

ปริญญาโท สาขาวิชาเอกบรหิารธุรกิจ คณะบริหารธุรกจิ มหาวิทยาลัยกรุงเทพ ขอขอบคุณในความ

รWวมมือของทWานเป[นอยWางสูง 

  

คำช้ีแจง: โปรดทำเครื่องหมาย üลงในชWองที่ตรงกับความคิดเห็นของทWานมากที่สุดในแตWละข>อเพียง

ข>อละหน่ึงคำตอบและโปรดทำให>ครบทุกข>อ 

 

1. เพศ 

 ¨ 1) ชาย       ¨ 2) หญิง  

 

2. อาย ุ

 ¨ 1) น>อยกวWาหรือเทWากบั 20 ปa   ¨ 2) 21 – 30 ปa 

 ¨ 3) 31 - 40 ปa     ¨ 4) 41 - 50 ปa 

 ¨ 5) 51 - 60 ปa     ¨ 6) มากกวWา 61 ปa 

 

3. สถานภาพ  

 ¨ 1) โสด    ¨ 2) สมรส  ¨ 3) หยWาร>าง/ หม>าย/ แยกกันอยูW 
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4. ระดับการศึกษา 

 ¨ 1) ต่ำกวWาปริญญาตร ี   ¨ 2) ปริญญาตร ี

 ¨ 3) ปริญญาโท     ¨ 4) ปริญญาเอก  

 ¨ 5) อื่น ๆ โปรดระบุ........................................... 

 

5. รายไดFต9อเดือน 

 ¨ 1) ต่ำกวWาหรือเทWากบั 20,000 บาท  ¨ 2) 20,001 – 40,000 บาท 

 ¨ 3) 40,001 – 60,000 บาท   ¨ 4) 60,000 - 80,000 บาท 

 ¨ 5) 80,001 – 100,000 บาท   ¨ 6) 120,001 – 140,000 บาท 

 ¨ 7) 140,001 – 160,000 บาท  ¨ 8) มากกวWา 160,000 บาท 

 

6. อาชีพ 

 ¨ 1) พนักงานรฐัวิสาหกิจ/ รบัราชการ  ¨ 2) พนักงานบริษัทเอกชน/ รับจ>าง 

 ¨ 3) ธุรกจิสWวนตัว/ ค>าขาย   ¨ 4) อยูWในชWวงหางาน 

 ¨ 5) ไมWประกอบอาชีพ    ¨ 6) เกษียณ 

 ¨ 7) นักเรียน/ นักศึกษา    

 ¨ 8) อื่น ๆ โปรดระบุ...................................................  

 

7. ท9านซื้อนา\ิกาใหม9บ9อยขนาดไหน 

 ¨ 1) หน่ึงครัง้ตWอปa     ¨ 2) 2 ครั้งตWอปa 

 ¨ 3) 3 - 4ครั้งตWอปa     ¨ 4) 5 - 6ครั้งตWอปa 

   ¨ 5) อื่น ๆ โปรดระบุ.................................................. 

 

8. นา\ิกาแบรนดBอะไรท่ีท9านซื้อมากท่ีสุด (กรุณาเลือกคำตอบแค91ขFอเท9านั้น) 

 ¨ 1) แอปเปnoล (Apple)    ¨ 2) ซมัซงุ (Samsung)  

 ¨ 3) กามิน (Garmin)    ¨ 4) ฟnตบิท (Fit bit) 

 ¨ 5) หัวเวWย (Huawei)   

 ¨ 6) ไมเคิล คอร9 (Michael kors) 

          ¨ 7) อื่น ๆ โปรดระบุ.................................................. 
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9. ท9านซื้อนา\ิกาฬใหม9ราคาเท9าไหร9 

 ¨ 1) น>อยกวWาหรือเทWากบั 10,000 บาท  ¨ 2) 10,001 - 25,000 บาท 

 ¨ 3) 25,001 - 40,000 บาท   ¨ 4) 40,001 - 55,000 บาท 

     ¨ 5) อื่น ๆ โปรดระบุ.................................................. 

 

10. ท9านซื้อนา\ิกาใหม9บ9อยท่ีสุดท่ีไหน  

 ¨ 1) สยามสแควร9    ¨ 2) เซ็นทรัล 

 ¨ 3) เดอะมอลล9    ¨ 4) คอมมูนิต้ีมอลล9 

       ¨ 5) อื่น ๆ โปรดระบุ.................................................. 

 

โปรดทำเครื่องหมาย üลงในชWองที่ตรงกับความคิดเห็นของทWานมากทีสุ่ดในแตWละข>อเพียงข>อละหน่ึง

คำตอบและโปรดทำให>ครบทุกข>อ 

 

 

ระดับความเห็นดFวย 

มาก

ที่สุด 

(5) 

มาก 

 

(4) 

ปาน

กลาง 

(3) 

น>อย 

 

(2) 

น>อย

ที่สุด 

(1) 

การรับรูFของแบรนดB (Brand Awareness) 

1 ทWานมีความสนใจใน“B” วอช      

2 ทWานรู>เกี่ยวกับ“B” วอช มากกวWาคนอื่นๆ      

3 เมื่อพูดถึงเรือ่งสินค>าแฟช่ัน “B” วอช เป[นสิง่ทีท่Wาน

สนใจ 

     

4 ทWานรู>วWา“B” วอช มีลักษณะเป[นอยWางไร      

ภาพพจนBของแบรนดB (Brand Image) 

1 ทWานช่ืนชอบใน“B” วอช      

2 ทWานชอบ“B” วอชเมื่อเทียบกับนาçิกาแบรนด9

อื่นที่อยูWในระดับเดียวกัน 

     

3 ทWานคิดวWาผู>บริโภคคนอื่นชอบ“B” วอชเชWน

เดียวกัน 
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4 
โลโก>ของนาçิกาแบรนด9“B” ชWวยเพิ่มภาพพจน9ที่

ดีให>“B” วอช 

     

ความเชื่อมโยงของแบรนดB (Brand Association) 

1 ทWานรู>จกั“B” วอชทWามกลางแบรนด9คูWแขWงอื่น ๆ      

2 ลักษณะบางอยWางของ “B” วอชสามารถทำให>

ทWานจดจำได>อยWางรวดเร็ว 

     

3 ทWานไว>ใจในบริษัททีผ่ลิต “B” วอช      

4 ทWานรู>สกึภูมิใจเมื่อได>ป[นเจ>าของ “B” วอช      

ความชื่นชอบของผูFบริโภค (Brand Fondness) 

1 ทWานคิดวWาผู>อื่นช่ืนชอบ“B” วอช      

2 ทWานจะพงึพอใจถ>าได>เป[นเจ>าของ“B” วอช      

3 ทWานจะแนะนำ“B” วอชกับคนอื่นๆ      

4 “B” วอชอาจจะแสดงถึงไลฟéไสตล9สWวนตัวของ

ทWาน 

     

ความสะดวกในการเชื่อมต9อ (Interface Convenience )  

1 ถ>าทWานใช> “B” วอชทWานคิดวWาทWานสามารถรู>

วิธีการหาข>อมลูที่ทWานต>องการได>งWายดาย 

     

2 ถ>าทWานใช> “B” วอชทWานคิดวWาทWานสามารถไปยัง

หน>าจอตWางๆได>งWายดาย 

     

3 ทWานคิดวWาการออกแบบหน>าจอของ “B” วอช มี

ความกลมกลืนกัน 

     

4 “B” วอช ดูงWายที่จะใช>      

การรับรูFเนื้อหา (Perceived Content) 

1 คุณลักษณะตWางๆของ “B” วอชมีประโยชน9      

2 คุณลักษณะของ “B” วอชเสร็จสมบูรณ9      

3 คุณลักษณะของ “B” วอชชัดเจน      

4 ถ>าแอปพลเิคช่ันตWาง ๆ ใน“B” วอช มีมากทWานก็

จะสามารถใช>งานได>อยWางคุ>มคWา 

     

การออกแบบสุนทรียศาสตรB (Design Aesthetics) 
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1 ทWานจะพอใจกบัการออกแบบทีเ่รียบงWายของ 

“B” วอช 

     

2 ทWานจะพอใจกบัสีและวัสดุของ “B” วอช      

3 ขนาดหน>าจอของ “B” วอช จะไมWเป[นปèญหาใน

การใช>งาน 

     

4 จอแสดงผลแบบสมัผสัของ “B” วอชใช>งานได>

สะดวก 

     

ความน9าเชื่อถือ (Credibility) 

1 ทWานรู>สกึวWาการโฆษณาของ “B” วอชเป[นเรื่องที่

โน>มน>าวใจของทWานได> 

     

2 ทWานรู>สกึวWาการโฆษณาของ “B” วอชเป[นเรื่องที่

นWาเช่ือถือ 

     

3 ทWานรู>สกึวWาการโฆษณาของ “B” วอชเป[นเรื่องที่

มีหลกัฐานเช่ือถือได> 

     

4 ทWานเช่ือวWาการโฆษณาของ “B” วอชเป[นการ

อ>างอิงที่ดีสำหรบัการซื้อผลิตภัณฑ9 

     

การต้ังใจซื้อของผูFบริโภค (Brand purchase intentions) 

1 ทWานต้ังใจทีจ่ะซื้อ “B” วอช ในอนาคต      

2 ทWานคาดการณ9วWาทWานจะจWายเงินสำหรบั “B” 

วอช ในอนาคต 

     

3 ทWานมีแนวโน>มทีจ่ะซื้อ “B” วอช      

4 หากให>ทWานเลือกระหวWางนาçิกาแบรนด9อื่นทWาน

จะเลือก “B” วอช 

     

  

ขอใหFท9านแนะนำเพ่ิมเติมสำหรับป*จจัยอ่ืน ๆ ท่ีมผีลต9อความต้ังใจซื้อ“บ”ีสมารBทวอทชB 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

โอกาสน้ีผู>ศึกษาวิจัยขอขอบคุณในความรWวมมอืของทWานเป[นอยWางสงู 

นาย ศักด์ิบดินทร9 รอดกำพล 

E–Mail: sakbordin.rodk@bumail.net 
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Appendix C: 

Form to Expert 
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Factors Original  
Eng. v. 

Adjusting Eng. 
v. Adjusted  

Thai v. 

IOC Comments 
from the 
expert 

Total 
point

s 

Brand 
Awareness 

(BA) 
(Foroudi et 
al., 2018) 

 

BA1: I am 
interest in X. 

BA1: I am 
interested in 

Apple Watch. 
BA1: ท่าน

มีความ
สนใจใน
แอปเปิ้ล

วอช 

   

 BA2: 
Compared to 
other people I 

know more 
about X. 

BA2: Compared 
to other people I 
know more about 

Apple Watch. 

BA2: ท่านรู้

เกี่ยวกับแอป
เปิ้ลวอช 

มากกว่าคน
อื่นๆ 

   

 BA3: When I 
think of 

fashion items, 
X is one of 
the brands 

that come to 
mind. 

BA3: When I 
think of fashion 

items, Apple 
Watch is one of 
the brands that 
come to mind. 

BA3: เมื่อ

พูดถงึเรือ่ง
สินค้าแฟช่ัน 
แอปเปิ้ลวอช
เป็นส่ิงทีท่่าน

สนใจ 

   

 BA4: I know 
what X looks 

like.  

BA4: I know 
what Apple 

Watch looks like. 
BA4: ท่านรู้

ว่ารูปร่าง
ลักษณะของ
แอปเปิ้ลวอช 

   

Brand 
Image (BI)  
(Foroudi et 
al., 2018) 

BI1: I like the 
brand. 

BI1: I like the 
Apple Watch. BI1: ท่าน

ช่ืนชอบใน
แอปเปิ้ล

วอช 

   

 BI2: I like the 
brand 

compared to 
other 

BI2: I like the 
Apple Watch 
compared to 

other companies 

BI2: ท่าน

ชอบแอป
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Factors Original  
Eng. v. 

Adjusting Eng. 
v. Adjusted  

Thai v. 

IOC Comments 
from the 
expert 

Total 
point

s 

companies in 
the same 
sector. 

in the same 
sector. 

เปิ้ลวอชเมื่อ
เทียบกบั

นาฬิกาแบ
รนด์อื่นที่

อยู่ในระดับ
เดียวกัน 

 BI3: I think 
other 

consumers 
like the 

company as 
well. 

BI3: I think other 
consumers like 
Apple Watch as 

well. 

BI3: ท่าน

คิดว่า
ผู้บริโภคคน
อื่นช่ืนชอบ
แอปเปิ้ลวอ

ชเช่น
เดียวกัน 

   

 BI4: The 
company’s 

logo enhances 
the 

company’s 
image. 

BI4: Apple’s 
logo enhances 
apple watch 
product’s 
images. 

BI4: โลโก้

ของแอป
เปิ้ลช่วย

เพิ่ม
ภาพพจนท์ี่

ดีใหก้ับ
สมาร์ทวอ
ชของแอป

เปิ้ล 

  
 
 

 

Brand 
Associatio
ns (BAS)  
(Foroudi 

et al., 
2018) 

BAS1: I can 
recognize X 
among other 
competing 

brands. 

BAS1: I can 
recognize Apple 
Watch among 

other competing 
brands. 

BAS1: 

ท่านรู้จัก
แอปเปิ้ลวอ
ชท่ามกลาง
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Factors Original  
Eng. v. 

Adjusting Eng. 
v. Adjusted  

Thai v. 

IOC Comments 
from the 
expert 

Total 
point

s 

แบรนด์
คู่แข่งอืน่ ๆ 

 BAS2: Some 
characteristics 
of X come to 

my mind 
quickly. 

BAS2: Some 
characteristic of 

Apple Watch 
comes to my 
mind quickly. 

BAS2: 

ลักษณะ
บางอย่าง
ของแอป
เปิ้ลวอ

ชสามารถ
ทำให้ท่าน
จดจำได้

อย่าง
รวดเร็ว 

   

 BAS3: I trust 
the company 
which makes 

X. 

BAS3: I trust 
the company 
which makes 
Apple Watch. 

BAS3: 

ท่านไวใ้จ
ในบริษัทที่
ผลิตแอป
เปิ้ลวอช 

   

 BAS4: I 
would feel 

proud to own 
products of X. 

BAS4: I would 
feel proud to 
own Apple 

Watch. 

BAS4: 

ท่านรู้สึก
ภูมใิจเมื่อ
ได้เปน็
เจ้าของ
แอปเปิ้ล

วอช 

   

Brand 
Fondness 

(BF) 

BF1: I think 
other people 

like X. 

BF1: I think other 
people like Apple 

Watch. 
BF1: ท่าน

คิดว่าผู้อืน่
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Factors Original  
Eng. v. 

Adjusting Eng. 
v. Adjusted  

Thai v. 

IOC Comments 
from the 
expert 

Total 
point

s 

(Foroudi 
et al., 
2018) 

ช่ืนชอบแอป
เปิ้ลวอช 

 BF2: I would 
be satisfied 

with owning 
one. 

BF2: I would be 
satisfied with 
owning one. 

BF2: ท่าน

จะพึงพอใจ
ถ้าได้เปน็

เจ้าของแอป
เปิ้ลวอช 

   

 BF3: I would 
recommend X 

to others. 

BF3: I would 
recommend 

Apple Watch to 
others. 

BF3: ท่าน

จะแนะนำ
แอปเปิ้ล

วอชกับคน
อื่นๆ 

   

 BF4: X 
reflects my 

personal 
lifestyle. 

BF4: Apple 
Watch might 

reflect my 
personal 
lifestyle. 

BF4: แอป

เปิ้ลวอช
อาจจะแสดง

ถึงไลฟ์
ไสตล์

ส่วนตวัของ
ท่าน 

   

Interface 
Convenie
nce (IC) 
(Hsiao & 

Chen, 
2018) 

IC1: When I 
use the Apple 
Watch, I think 

I can easily 
recognize 
where the 

needed 
information is 

located. 

IC1: If I use the 
Apple Watch, I 

think I can easily 
recognize where 

the needed 
information is 

located. 

IC1: ถ้าท่าน
ใช้แอปเปิล้
วอชท่านคิด

ว่าท่าน
สามารถรู้
วิธีการหา

ข้อมูลทีท่่าน
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Factors Original  
Eng. v. 

Adjusting Eng. 
v. Adjusted  

Thai v. 

IOC Comments 
from the 
expert 

Total 
point

s 

ต้องการได้
ง่ายดาย 

 IC2: When I 
use the Apple 
Watch, I think 

I can easily 
recognize 
where I 

navigate. 

IC2: If I use the 
Apple Watch, I 

think I can easily 
recognize where I 

navigate. 

IC2: ถ้าท่าน
ใช้แอปเปิล้
วอชท่านคิด

ว่าท่าน
สามารถไป
ยังหน้าจอ

อื่นได้
ง่ายดาย 

   

 IC3: I think 
that the screen 
design of the 

Apple Watch is 
harmonious. 

IC3: I think that 
the screen design 

of the Apple 
Watch is 

harmonious. 

IC3: ท่านคิด
ว่าการ

ออกแบบ
หน้าจอของ 
แอปเปิ้ลวอ
ชมีความ

กลมกลืนกนั 

   

(Hsiao 
and Chen 

2018) 

IC4: It looks 
easy to use the 
Apple Watch. 

IC4: It looks easy 
to use the Apple 

Watch. 

IC4: แอปเปิ้ล
วอชดูง่ายที่

จะใช้ 

 
 

  

  

Perceived 
Content 

(PC) 
(Hsiao & 

Chen, 
2018) 

PC1: The 
feature of the 

Apple Watch is 
useful. 

PC1: The 
features of the 

Apple Watch are 
useful. 

PC1: 

คุณลักษณะ
ของแอปเปิ้ล

วอชมี
ประโยชน ์

   

 PC2: The 
feature of the 

Apple Watch is 
complete. 

PC2: The 
features of the 

Apple Watch are 
complete. 

PC2: 

คุณลักษณะ
ของแอปเปิ้ล
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Factors Original  
Eng. v. 

Adjusting Eng. 
v. Adjusted  

Thai v. 

IOC Comments 
from the 
expert 

Total 
point

s 

วอชเสร็จ
สมบูรณ์ 

 PC3: The 
feature of the 

Apple Watch is 
clear. 

PC3: The 
features of the 

Apple Watch are 
clear. 

PC3: 

คุณลักษณะ
ของแอปเปิ้ล
วอชชัดเจน 

   

 PC4: The more 
applications on 

the Apple 
Watch, the 

better use I can 
make of it. 

PC4: The more 
applications on 

the Apple Watch, 
the better use I 
can make of it. 

PC4: ถ้าแอป
พลิเคชัน
ต่างๆ ใน

แอปเปิ้ลวอช
มีมากท่านก็
จะสามารถ
ใช้งานได้
อย่างคุ้มค่า 

   

Design 
Aesthetics 

(DA) 
(Hsiao & 

Chen, 
2018) 

DA1: I am 
satisfied with 

the simple 
design of the 
Apple Watch. 

DA1: I would 
satisfy with the 

simple design of 
the Apple 

Watch. 

DA1: ท่านจะ
พอใจกับ

การ
ออกแบบที่
เรียบง่าย
ของแอป
เปิ้ลวอช 

   

 DA2: I am 
satisfied with 
the color and 
materials of 
the Apple 

Watch. 

DA2: I would 
satisfy with the 

color and 
materials of the 
Apple Watch. 

DA2: ท่านจะ
พอใจกับสี
และวัสดุ
ของ แอป
เปิ้ลวอช 

   

 DA3: There 
was no 

inconvenience 

DA3: There was 
no 

inconvenience 
DA3: 

ขนาด
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Factors Original  
Eng. v. 

Adjusting Eng. 
v. Adjusted  

Thai v. 

IOC Comments 
from the 
expert 

Total 
point

s 

for using the 
Apple Watch 

due to its 
display size. 

for using the 
Apple Watch 

due to its 
display size. 

หน้าจอของ
แอปเปิ้ล

วอชจะไม่
เป็นปญัหา
ในการใช้

งาน 
 DA4: The 

touch display 
of the Apple 

Watch is 
convenient to 

use. 

DA4: The touch 
display of the 

Apple Watch is 
convenient to 

use. 

DA4: 

จอแสดงผล
แบบสัมผัส
ของแอป

เปิ้ลวอช ใช้
งานได้
สะดวก 

   

Credibilit
y (CRE) 
(Martins 

et al., 
2018) 

CRE1: I feel 
that 

smartphone 
advertising is 
convincing. 

CRE1: I feel 
that Apple 

Watch 
advertising is 
convincing. 

CRE1: 

ท่านรู้สึกว่า
การ

โฆษณา
ของแอป
เปิ้ลวอช

เป็นเรือ่งที่
โน้มน้าวใจ
ของท่านได้ 

   

 CRE2: I feel 
that 

smartphone 
advertising is 
believable. 

CRE2: I feel 
that Apple 

Watch 
advertising is 
believable. 

CRE1: 

ท่านรู้สึกว่า
การ

โฆษณา
ของแอป
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Factors Original  
Eng. v. 

Adjusting Eng. 
v. Adjusted  

Thai v. 

IOC Comments 
from the 
expert 

Total 
point

s 

เปิ้ลวอช
เป็นเรือ่งที่
น่าเช่ือถือ 

 CRE3: I feel 
that 

smartphone 
advertising is 

credible. 

CRE3: I feel 
that Apple 

Watch 
advertising is 

credible. 

BPI3: ท่าน

รู้สึกว่าการ
โฆษณา
ของแอป
เปิ้ลวอช

เป็นเรือ่งที่มี
หลักฐาน
เช่ือถือได้ 

   

 CRE4: I 
believe that 
smartphone 

advertising is 
a good 

reference for 
purchasing 

product. 

CRE4: I believe 
that Apple 

Watch 
advertising is a 
good reference 
for purchasing 

product. 

CRE4: 

ท่านเช่ือว่า
การ

โฆษณา
ของ แอป
เปิ้ลวอช
เป็นการ

อ้างองิที่ดี
สำหรับการ

ซื้อ
ผลิตภัณฑ ์

   

Brand 
purchase 
intention 

of 
smartwatc
hes (BPI) 
(Hsiao & 

BPI1: I intend 
to purchase 
the Apple 

Watch in the 
future. 

BPI1: I intend to 
purchase the 

Apple Watch in 
the future. 

BPI1: ท่าน

ตั้งใจที่จะ
ซื้อ แอป

เปิ้ลวอชใน
อนาคต 
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Factors Original  
Eng. v. 

Adjusting Eng. 
v. Adjusted  

Thai v. 

IOC Comments 
from the 
expert 

Total 
point

s 

Chen, 
2018) 

 BPI2: I 
predict that I 
would pay for 

the Apple 
Watch in the 

future. 

BPI2: I predict 
that I would pay 

for the Apple 
Watch in the 

future. 

BPI2: ท่าน

คาดการณ์
ว่าท่านจะ
จ่ายเงิน
สำหรับ 
แอปเปิ้ล
วอชใน
อนาคต 

   

 BPI3: I am 
very likely to 
buy the Apple 

Watch. 

BPI3: I am very 
likely to buy the 
Apple Watch. 

BPI3: ท่าน

มีแนวโน้มที่
จะซื้อแอป
เปิ้ลวอช 

   

(Foroudi 
et al., 
2018) 

BPI4: If I 
have to 

choose among 
brands, X is 

definitely my 
choice. 

BPI4: If I have 
choose among 
brands, Apple 

Watch is 
definitely my 

choice. 

BPI1: หาก

ใหท้่าน
เลือก

ระหว่าง
นาฬิกาแบ

รนด์อื่น
ท่านจะ

เลือกแอป
เปิ้ลวอช 
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